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Abstract
The art image interchange cycle is the procedure carried out by fine art museums
in reproducing fine artwork --starting with the imaging of the original work, then digital
processing, and lastly, repurposing for output to achieve a high-quality replica in a range
of possible media. There are many areas of importance within this process, such as digital
image processing, standardization, test targets use, and color management. This research
has sought to analyze the fine art image interchange through understanding the
background areas and how they apply, as well as benchmarking what museums are
already doing with the intention of improving and standardizing the process.
Upon completion of an adequate background study of the literature (concentrated
on color management theory, test targets use, and fine art reproduction) this research
focused on four main areas. First, a review of international standards was established and
how they can be used to benefit museums. Second, a review of test targets was conducted
and how best they can be implemented in fine art reproduction. Third, a number of
museum workflows were benchmarked and documented – a workflow experiment was
created and implemented for documentation purposes (and future image quality analysis).
Lastly, a case study was conducted of a local fine art museum’s process of creating a fine
art catalog, to better understand an average museum’s fine art image interchange.
The research concluded that the practice of standardization could be improved
within museums. As far as test targets, there was a large range of understanding and use.
The benchmarking of three museums was completed, and it was determined that the
process of documenting workflow was a difficult task to have implemented. Lastly, in
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the case study, much was gained through the interviews, placing a great importance on
communication, planning, and standardization.

x

Chapter 1
Introduction
Topic Statement
This research will focus on evaluating the art image interchange cycle through
reviewing international standards and their potential use in museums, test targets use, and
the documentation of multiple museum’s workflows with the intent of standardizing said
practices. Presently, the artwork within museums is digitally captured, edited, and
reproduced with very few common standards, potentially leading to a decrease in
efficiency as well as image quality and color reproduction. This project aims to better
understand what is being done and take practical steps toward producing consistent, highquality, fine art reproductions based on standards and targets use that could be
implemented in smaller museums.
Significance of Topic
Fine art museums throughout the U.S. handle digital images from capture to
reproduction with a number of end-uses. This process encompasses a number of
workflows that need to be executed with great care in order to produce high-quality and
accurate reproductions. Past research conducted at the Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT) on the benchmarking of digital image capture practices within American art
museums, a precursor to this research, has revealed a diversity of methods, equipment,
and skill sets. All of these variables can greatly affect the quality of a digital image
throughout this process, known as the Art Image Interchange Cycle2.
2

Further explained on page 8 within the Introduction to Fine Art Reproduction
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In a survey from the benchmarking project, one question asked of those handling
the digital images in museums was, how comfortable they were with color management;
52% of respondents answered with neutral to not enough knowledge (Berns & Frey,
2005). This illustrates how the lack of knowledge in certain areas of the process could
potentially affect the resulting quality. A second question asked was regarding the
reasons why their museum utilized direct digital photography to capture their artwork; the
responses were as follows (each museum could chose more than one reason):
(1) To protect vulnerable originals from use − 67%
(2) To produce printed reproductions − 78%
(3) To make collection accessible over the Internet − 88%
(4) To include in a collection management system − 87%
(5) To document conservation treatment − 60%
(6) Other − 29%
These responses show the diversity of needs within the art image interchange cycle, the
potential for many end-uses, and the different users of the images created. For instance,
each museum may use the digital images in catalogs, posters, digital asset management
systems, websites, or even novelty items. All of these products represent different enduses, which would change how the files are handled. This also leads to the need for
producing standardized operating procedures and for educating those involved in such
areas as digital photography, color management, and spatial image quality.
Reason for Interest in this Topic
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Personal interest in the topic of digital fine art reproduction reaches back to my
undergraduate studies and internships in the workplace. I had the chance to work in a
graphic arts company, where I grew in my understanding of color and of how to go about
managing it within a digital reproduction system. It was there that I worked at profiling
digital fine art printers while testing numerable substrates. Creating a large number of
profiles showed me the simplicity of the process as well as the issues that users came
across. Why were problems arising for them? The matter came down to the standard
procedure provided to the clients. If they were unclear on the procedure, or if its
importance was not highlighted, then confusion and misdirection would lead to poor
execution, and thus, to a bad reproduction. These problems could have been diminished if
the time and effort went into establishing a well-thought-out and clear standard
procedure.
Continuing my studies at RIT’s School of Print Media has allowed me to better
understand the many printing processes, color management, and process control –
specifically, how they all come together to produce good quality. Standards are crucial in
all processes, if repeatable and predictable results are desired. What about accuracy? Is it
possible to print, or to simply create, a reproduction of an original that is accurate to its
color and appearance? What level of accuracy is needed? A facsimile, although accurate,
may not be aesthetically pleasing. These issues have driven my interest to study printing
and color.
Another aspect of printing and color management that I have greatly enjoyed is
bringing a common knowledge of the technology and its importance to all those working
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on a particular project. For instance, when a project entails people working on separate
portions of a workflow that must unite to produce a single outcome (in our case, a fine art
reproduction), there must be a common understanding of what each person is doing and
what is important to produce a good result. Problems can easily arise and even go
unnoticed when communication fails, leaving room for confusion and lower quality
results.
In working to create best practices for fine art reproduction, I will be able to
investigate, test, and establish a practical workflow for the fine art interchange cycle in
U.S fine art museums. The key is practicality; such a workflow has to work for those
using it, which means that such topics as color management, standardization, and test
targets must be easily understood. Communication and sharing of resources is what
allows for progress, and hopefully, this research will enable forward movement within
the field.

4

Chapter 2
A Review of the Literature in the Field

Digitally reproducing fine artwork is a process of much detail and one that
requires a high level of quality. In the fields of photography and printing, there has been
much research concluded and written on this topic. The following sections examine this
research and focus on areas of fine art reproduction, color management, standardization,
and test targets, to give the necessary understanding and background information on
reproducing artwork.
Introduction to Fine Art Reproduction
Fine Art Reproduction
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines fine art as “art (as painting, sculpture,
or music) concerned primarily with the creation of beautiful objects.” Additionally,
reproduction is simply given the definition of something copied. A reproduction implies
an exact or close imitation of an existing thing, while a facsimile refers to an exact
replica (Merriam-Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2009). Questions that are being raised are
whether a fine art reproduction should be a close imitation or if it should be a facsimile?
Will the facsimile look visually appealing, or will the reproduction look so? Regardless,
the reproduction of fine art must be of high quality in order to create an acceptable
rendition of the original. In the fields interested in fine art reproduction, much has been
written about its nature, from the technology used (e.g., MacDonald, Morovic, Saunders,
1995) to the philosophy behind the process (e.g., Benjamin, 1936). The Universal
5

Photographic Digital Imaging Guidelines (UPDIG): Image Receivers Guideline, created
by a group of international museum, imaging, graphics, and publishing groups, is a set of
guidelines, defining fine art reproduction and what must be done for the reproduction to
be successful. Fine art reproduction is defined by UPDIG as the digital capture and
printing of fine artwork with the intention of producing high-quality, accurate facsimiles
of the original work. Such areas as scanning, large format ink-jet printing, color
management, ICC profiling, and standardization are all discussed and expounded upon
within this document (Anderson, R., Stewart, M., Riecks, D., Krogh, P., Smith, G.,
2008). In museums today, there is a large push to digitize their art collections for display
purposes on the World Wide Web and for hard-copy reproduction. The process of digital
image capture, processing, and reproduction of fine art within fine art museums has been
given the name art image interchange. Professor Frey, in her project summary explains
this name by saying:
Images of artwork have a variety of sources: cultural heritage institutions,
freelance photographers, and digitization services. Once created, these
images are transferred to stock picture libraries, magazine and book
publishers, graphic designers, art directors, print service providers,
museum image databases…These entities use the images for a variety of
purposes, from printing books, catalogues and magazines, to publishing
websites and populating databases. Finally, to close the cycle, others are
using the images…e.g., an art historian using images from the ARTstor
database in class. During this cycle, images are transferred across devices,
platforms and vendors, all while being handled by people whose
knowledge and skill sets vary – this leads to potential problems. Also with
no commonly accepted standards or best practices in place, it is no
surprise that this leads to a decrease in image quality and potentially
unhappy users (2007).
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A Brief History of the Technology
Throughout the life of photography and fine art printing, the artist has had strong
ties to both capture and printing. Looking back at their early connection, Walter
Benjamin reflects,
Around 1900, technical reproduction had reached a standard that not only
permitted it to reproduce all transmitted works of art and thus to cause the
most profound change in their impact upon the public, it also had captured
a place of its own among the artistic processes. For the study of this
standard, nothing is more revealing than the nature of the repercussions
that these two different manifestations – the reproduction of works of art
and the art of the film – have had on art in its traditional form (1936).
Photographers have long been involved in, not only capturing, but printing of
their images within the darkroom. When color photography became a major part of the
field, the complexity of color processing and the limiting control in color printing created
a disconnection between artists and their prints. Photographers did not have the control,
or the quality, that they desired. This gap began to be bridged with advances in digital
photography, editing software such as Photoshop, and fine art printing in the 1990s.
High-quality digital cameras began to compete with film and inkjet printers, such as the
Iris Graphics 3047 in 1991, which brought the realities of printing fine art to the
forefront. Following Iris were Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon who brought
affordable inkjet technology closer to home (not just for the commercial market),
allowing for high-quality fine art reproductions to be printed by the artists. Photographers
could now capture, edit their work with control, and output that digital file to a printer
that produced high-quality images. Wilhelm writes of the implications of these
improvements of ink jet technology in the life of the artists:
7

Photography had a very long tradition of serious photographers making
black-and-white prints in their own darkrooms…With the advent of color
photography, however, the high cost and complexity of color printing
and processing equipment caused most photographers to abandon their
darkrooms…As a result, photographers lost touch using or even
understanding the limited controls that were available in color printing...In
the modern inkjet era, far more people are printing their own photographs
than was ever true in the history of photography (2006, p. 313).
As these companies got more involved in fine art reproduction, their mindset
shifted, and the industry of printing photographs and artwork became a focus, which
allowed for forward movement. As the industry improved, a common term that was used
in defining fine art reproduction was giclee, which refers to the French word, gicler,
meaning to spray or squirt a liquid. This is in reference to the digital ink jet printers that
literally sprayed the ink onto the substrate, versus other processes, where an ink roller
comes in direct contact with the substrate (Wilhelm, 2006). Giclee printmaking would
produce high-quality reproductions using high-end scanners and ink jet technology with 8
to 12 colors being printed. In addition to inkjet giclee printing, fine art reproduction is
also done using other processes such as offset lithography.
One example of fine art reproduction and giclee printing that shows the process of
high-quality fine art book production is done by a local Rochester printing company. This
company worked with local and international artists, both photographers and painters
alike, who were looking to reproduce their artwork. The main end uses for their clients
were large format posters and fine art books showcasing their work.
The owner of this fine art printing company spoke of the practices that they
implemented that are found to be most important for their success. These practices are:
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teaching tutorials for their clients on the topics of color management issues, the use of
test targets for calibration purposes of their devices (cameras, monitors, and ink jet
printers), and lastly, the use of custom ICC profiles (ICC profiles are further described in
the next section on color management) to be able to predict and produce high-quality,
color facsimiles of the original work (E. Kunsman, personal communication, July 22,
2008)
Issues in Printing Fine Artwork within Museums
Reproducing fine art within museums is a complex process that brings together
many professions, skill sets, technologies, and a varying understanding of what is
important. Natalie Russo reflects about museum imaging of fine art by saying:
Museums themselves are complicated places that sometimes are restricted
by budget and politics, but what is absolutely undeniable is the fact that
photography is now digital. Accompanying digital photography is the need
for appropriately skilled photographers, large storage servers, DAM
[Digital Asset Management] systems, and money continually allocated for
new and improved technologies... (Russo, 2006).
In order to achieve the desired results, communication, training, financial funding, and
the implementation of standardized procedures, are all crucial.
A Brief Look into Color and Standards
Color Management
In this next section, the major areas of color management that affect fine art
reproduction are discussed. As listed in Table 1, the following areas of interest were
researched by Natalie Russo and found to be important for those in museums to know
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and further investigate for implementation into their production. Russo’s research, a
precursor to this thesis, focused on digital capture for fine art reproduction in museums.
Table 1: List of variables that are important for museums to understand in the areas
affecting art reproduction (Russo, 2006).
Technical Variables that must be

Other Variables affecting museum

considered when developing a SOP

photography departments

Cameras

Staff

Lighting

Skill sets

ICC color profiles

Budget

Color balancing

Equipment

Color spaces

Goals

Rendering intents

Art Handling

Sharpening

Conservation

Color corrections

Politics

Monitors

Purpose

File formats
Metadata
Dam (Digital Asset Managemnet)
Backup storage media

Three helpful textbooks recommended for further understanding in the area of
color management are Real World Color Management by Fraser, Murphy & Bunting,
10

Understanding Color Management by Abhay Sharma, and Principles of Color
Technology by Roy Berns. These resources have a wide range of easy-to-understand
explanations of the following topics as well as in-depth, theoretical explanations of how it
all works. Furthermore, some textbooks published today, particularly in the field of
photography, do not focus on digital workflow and Color Management as much as they
might, should, or claim. For example, the book, The New Photography Manual: the
Complete Guide to Film and Digital Cameras and Techniques, claims to be an all-in-one
teaching tool for photographers, covering topics from cameras and techniques to postproduction and printing. However, the book contains only a single-side blurb addresses
the topic of Color Management (Bavister, 2007).
The Big Picture
Michael Dear, Photography Facilities Manager at RIT, defined Color Management as a
process used to control color from one device to another, thus ensuring consistent and
predictable color (2008). This process used to be less complicated because of the
simplicity of the workflow: all images were input on a single scanner that was tuned for a
specific output device. This workflow had one set of numbers for which it needed to
account. In the present day, the process has become much more complicated with many
input devices (e.g., cameras, scanners and computers for vector images) as well as a
number of output devices (e.g., toner, inkjet, offset and monitors for the Web) (Fraser, et
al., 2005). The same document would look different when printed or viewed on separate
machines or viewed under two lighting conditions (e.g., a standard light booth vs. office
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lighting); each device interprets and reproduces color differently (ICC 2003). The two
main tasks of any color management system (CMS) are to:
[1]… attach a specific color meaning to our RGB or CMYK numbers
making them unambiguous. With color management, we always know
what color a given set of numbers represents …[and]
[2]… change the RGB and CMYK numbers that we send to our various
devices – a monitor display, an inkjet printer, an offset press – so that each
produces the same color (Fraser et al., 2005).
Light and Color Vision
At the root of managing digital color, from a camera to a printed piece or monitor,
is light and the human visual system. Without light, color cannot possibly exist. The
Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines color as, “a phenomenon of light (as red, brown,
pink, or gray) or visual perception, that enables one to differentiate otherwise identical
objects” (2005). The reasoning behind how we digitally manipulate color is all based on
how the human visual system works. For an in-depth description of how light and the
human visual system interact, and how this plays a role and affects digital imaging and
color, please refer to Principles of Color Technology by Roy Berns.
Visual Perception
It is important to also understand some factors that could affect how a color is
perceived subjectively. The concept of visual perception can be a deceptive idea. Abhay
Sharma notes that “the color of a printed patch depends not only on the color of the patch,
but also on the surrounding colors....problems start to occur when the eye and a
measuring instrument see different colors” (2004, p. 73). Figure 2 shows an example of
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how the surrounding color has an impact on our perception. “In digitally controlling
color, it is important to always be aware of what is in the full field of view and its likely
impact on the colors under consideration” (Sharma, A., 2004, p. 73).

Figure 2: Identical green patches affected by surround.
Furthermore, when analyzing color, consideration must go into the print border,
the frame used, and especially the viewing conditions. Depending on whether a dark or
light frame is used, one’s perception of the image within will change. The lighting is
another important variable in affecting perception. Metamerism is the name of the
“phenomenon in which spectrally different stimuli [color samples] match to a given
observer” (Berns, 2000, p. 15). This phenomenon can cause two objects or images to
appear the same under tungsten lighting, but different under daylight-balanced lights. The
viewing lighting conditions definitely matter! Warmer lighting conditions, such as
tungsten, make an object appear more orange, or warmer; this can be measured in what is
called a color temperature. Tungsten lighting is around 2500-3000o Kelvin (K); whereas,
daylight is around 5000-6000oK. Some lighting conditions have been standardized for
viewing, such as D50 (5000oK) or D55 (Dear, 2008). Figure 3 shows the effects of
13

different lighting conditions and, thus, different color temperature on an image. The
image in the upper left is lit by candlelight (2000oK), the upper right by tungsten
(2800oK), the lower left by daylight (5500oK), and the lower right by open shade
(9000oK) (Dear, 2008).

Figure 3: Images photographed in different lighting conditions. [Source: Dear]
ICC Color Profiles
The process of transferring color data (such as within an image) from an input
device to an output device is handled by what is called ICC color profiles. Created by the
International Color Consortium (ICC), “a profile describes the relationship between a
device’s RGB (Red/Green/Blue) or CMYK (Cyan/Magenta/Yellow/Black) digital signals
and the actual color that those signals produce. Specifically, it defines the CIELAB
values that correspond to a given set of RGB or CMYK numbers” (Fraser et al., 2005, p.
83). (The CIELAB values are what is called device independent. The RGB and CMYK
are affected by the device they are being used by, hence device-dependent. The CIELAB
space acts as a bridge that can convert from one device to another, in a standard way, thus
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allowing for control in managing color) Figure 4 shows the color transformation that
takes place when converting from input profile (for RGB image from digital camera) to
output profile (for CMYK print from printer.)

Figure 4: Color transformation from input colorspace to output colorspace using both
input and output profiles.
[Source: Fraser et al., 2005, p. 85]
This color transform is embedded in the ICC profile. The input profile has a lookup table
that transforms the input device numbers to the PCS (which is CIELAB values), and the
output profile has the same transformation, but for the output device numbers (ICC,
2003). In other words, after the device has been profiled, there is a lookup table that
specifies, in CIELAB, the digital color numbers needed for the input device to produce
that color in the output device (Dejan, 2007). This allows the numbers to be transformed,
from beginning to end, in a standard way, thus producing predictable and consistent
color.
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In software packages such as Adobe Creative Suite, the color transformation
occurs under the hood when the command, Convert to Profile is applied. Figure 5 shows
the dialog box for Adobe Photoshop CS3 when an image is being converted from the
RGB input profile, or Source Space, to the CMYK output profile, or Destination Space
(Fraser et al., 2005).

Figure 5: Dialog box for Convert to Profile within Photoshop
[Source: Adobe PhotoshopCS3].
Generic vs. Custom Profiles
Another important aspect to understand is the difference between generic and
custom profiles. Many printer and paper manufacturers have created and freely distribute
generic profiles for a specific printer, ink, and paper combination. Such a profile may
produce adequate results, but for high-quality work, these results are not good enough,
due to differences from device to device. A custom profile is created when the numbers
measured from a profiling target that was printed from a specific printer, ink, and paper
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combination are run through a profiling software package; this will result in the best
accuracy and precision for your system.
Calibration and Characterization
Two important practices needed in making color reproduction accurate and
precise are calibration and characterization. “Calibration is the process of adjusting each
device to known values” (In-Plant Graphics, 2002, p. 14). If a device is not in a
repeatable state, in other words, it cannot be calibrated back to a standard point, then the
device is not reliable; results will be inconsistent and chaotic. This is why an effective
calibration is crucial to enable color management to work. Control strips on the bottom of
a print can be used to check if the printer can output the same color signal after separate
calibration runs. Once calibrated, a device must be characterized. Characterization is
crucial to correct for any variation in the output device, and it accounts for each specific
combination of printer, ink, and paper. Any time the device is in a calibrated state, a
custom profile can be applied to produce repeatable and predictable results.
Standardization in Printing
This section examines standards in the printing industry: who creates them, what
they are implementing, and how they are being implemented in the industry.
Standardization in printing can be a dry and confusing topic, with so many organizations
often striving for the same goals. However, the importance behind standards in printing
and the graphic arts is crucial today for producing consistent, quality work.
Importance of Standards
17

Standardization in print production has become more commonplace; it is essential
for a business to succeed. This shift is a sizeable jump, considering the mindset still
lingering in some: that printing is a craft-based industry where printers always work
closely with clients to meet their requirements (Rees & Chung, 2006). This holds true,
even though standards in the graphic arts have been present in the United States since
1982-83 (McDowell, 2008). The main message about graphic art standards is not that
printing has lost its artistic capabilities, or that there is no merit in communication with
clients, but that standardizing a print process allows for consistency and repeatability of
quality over time and across devices. Such regularity in output and efficiency in
workflow allows for improvements in all areas of a business (Ruff, 2007).
To further distinguish the old way from the new way of thinking about standards
in printing, they can be defined as defect-detection vs. defect-prevention. The old
approach taken to achieve quality has been defect-detection, where visual assessment is
the basis of whether a print passes or not. If the severity of a defect (e.g., a hickey, color
shift, or misregistration) is too far from the pre-agreed upon outcome, then the print is
rejected and corrections are made at a cost to the printer. Using standards and process
control, the new approach focuses on defect-prevention, where standards are established
and aim checkpoints are set and achieved, saving time and ensuring quality throughout
(Rees & Chung, 2006). These benefits from standardization are not only found in-house,
but within the industry due to uniformity of practice, which removes barriers of trade
among companies, allowing for new markets and economic growth (NPES, 2005).
Standards Organizations
18

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a worldwide
organization comprised of national standards bodies from 157 countries who publish
international standards resulting in agreement throughout industries’ practices
(www.iso.org). The American representation in ISO, who develops national standards
and promotes U.S. goals and initiatives globally, is the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI). Within this American standards group, the Committee for Graphic Arts
Technologies Standards (CGATS) is a committee that focuses in to meet the technical
needs of the printing industry. Figure 6 shows a map of the major standards organizations
and specifications pertaining to the graphic arts industry within the U.S. to clearly show
how each group functions and works with one another.
Standards

ISO

Specifications

Largest
international
standards
organization

ICC
International
standards for
color
management

ANSI

ISO TC 130

U.S. national
standards body

International
technical
committee to ISO

within ISO

CGATS

B65

U.S standards
committee for
graphic arts
technology

U.S standards
committee for
safety in
graphic arts

CIP4
International
specifications for
computers in printing
(Created JDF)
SWOP
GRACoL

ISO TAG 130
U.S. technical
advisory group to

G7

ISO

Figure 6: Major standards and specifications important to the U.S. graphic arts industry
(based on lecture by Dave McDowell, 2008).
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Graphic Arts Standards & Specifications
The two main standards that have come out of ISO pertaining to the printing
industry, aside from safety and environmental issues, are technical standards in fourcolor-process ink colors (ISO standard 2846) and print production (ISO standard 12647).
A full review of standardization in the photographic arts in fine art museums was
conducted by Erin Murphy (2005). Her work focused on input of the image interchange
in fine art museums, and this research (and in particular, this section) will be a
continuation of her work, focusing on what standards are important in the workflow and
reproduction side of the image interchange.
Often considered to be standards are a number of regularly used documents in the
industry, such as, Specifications for Web Offset Printing (SWOP), General Requirements
for Applications in Commercial Offset Lithography (GRACoL) and G7 (G stands for
gray balance and 7 for seven-color process inks – RGBCMYK). However, these
documents, called Specifications, are not official standards at all. Created by authorized
groups under ISO or ANSI accreditation, these specifications establish consistent best
practices (or specifications) for applying the major ISO standards. Specifications often
attempt to create potential standards in areas that are not yet accounted for. The SWOP,
GRACoL, and G7 are all examples of printing specifications that aim to provide
recommended guidelines for printing and publication with their foundation based on ISO
2846 and 12647. The goals of each of these specifications are:
SWOP: to continually raise the level of quality of publication printing by setting
forth specifications, tolerances, and functional, experienced-based
compliance procedures (http://www.idealliance.org/swop).
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GRACoL: to improve communications and education in the graphic arts by
maintaining the accuracy and the relevance of the GRACoL document in
reporting the influence and impact of new technologies in the workflow of
commercial offset lithography (http://www.gracol.org).
G7: to better specify the components of an image that define a similar visual
appearance to the human eye. This provides process controls for the
neutrality and tonality of an image to be used on a proof or on any press
(http://www.idealliance.org/g7global).
As the industry continues to use these specifications, certification becomes more of an
accomplishment and their credibility rises. All of these industry specifications strive to
comply with such standards as ISO 12647 and 2846 to complement and enhance their use
(http://www.idealliance.org).
Relevant Standards for Fine Art Reproduction
Relevant to fine art reproduction are standards related to image capture [refer to
Erin Murphy’s thesis for a detailed review of relevant standards in photographing fine-art
within museums, 2002]: ink verification, process control of printing, proofing,
measurement and viewing conditions, digital workflow and file formats, printing aims
and characterization data, and ICC color management (McDowell, 2008). All of these
areas affect the outcome of a fine-art reproduction; utilizing present standards is the best
place to start in establishing best practices and procedures.
The graphic arts industry has many standards to meet their ever-changing needs.
Although ISO 12647 and 2846 are well-known standards in the industry and are the
foundation of most specifications, many other important standards are also used. For
example, ISO 13660 was created for printer manufactures to measure improvements to
their products by defining print attributes and methods for measuring those attributes.
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“This provides digital press manufacturers a standardized method for benchmarking their
digital presses” (Rees & Chung, 2006, p. 39). The family of ISO 15930 standards provide
documentation on prepress digital data exchange, using PDF/X with sections relating
PDF with CMYK and spot colors (4:2003), partial exchange of printing data (5:2003),
color-managed workflows (6:2003), and external profile reference (7:2008). The
exchange of data through the file format, TIFF has been standardized in ISO 12639:2004.
ICC color management has been standardized in ISO 15076:2005. Viewing conditions in
graphic technology and photography have been standardized in ISO 3664:2000 as well as
measurement and computation for graphic arts images, which has been standardized in
13655:1996. The CIE is presently working with ISO to create a new standard with
sections focusing on CIE standard observer, standard illuminants, tristimulus values
CIELAB color space, and L*U*V* color space (McDowell, 2008) [Chapter 5 provides a
description of some of the standards mentioned here].
Using Test Targets in Print Production
What are Test Targets?
“The term, test target, has a different meaning to different people. In general, test
targets represent known values from an object or in a digital file, e.g., color patches,
digital dots, or lines with known dimensions” (Chung, 2003. p. v). These known values
are compared to reproductions and then analyzed to determine how different or similar
from the target the system performed. There are two different types of test targets used in
print production: analog targets (also known as, physical objects) used for capture and
digital targets (also known as, synthetic targets) used in process control.
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According to Chung:
The Macbeth ColorChecker is an example of an analog target with
24 physical color patches. When captured by an input device and
reproduced, we can compare tone and color relationships. The IT8.7/3
target is a digital file and it consists of hundreds of patches with known
CMYK & LAB values. When printed, we can assess print quality
quantitatively with the use of optical instruments and associated analysis
techniques (2002).
Why Use Test Targets?
A number of common test targets that have been used in industry are the
GretagMacbeth ColorChecker, a neutral gray/white balance target for input devices, and
the IT8.7/4 for output devices. The input device analog targets are placed in the
photographed scene to provide a reference for a neutral balance, white point, or black
point in post- production (personal communication, July 22, 2008). The output device
digital targets have commonly been used for characterizing print devices as well as for
implementing process control. Furthermore, test targets have become much more
sophisticated, in that they can be used to analyze a number of printing variables, such as
resolution, registration, addressability, gray balance, smoothness of tonal reproduction,
and dot gain (Sigg, 2002). The targets used in analyzing these factors are digital files that
are placed in a small region of a page layout and that can reveal a great deal of
information about the output device performance as well as in-line process control. For
example, registration marks are widely used in the industry and are a form of test target
that is very useful in checking the registration of each ink. Gray-balance targets are an
important tool in generating neutral gray when process inks are being laid down. “This
target combines yellow, magenta, and cyan ink [chromatic gray] to determine if each
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color is being printed at its proper strength and in the proper proportions relative to the
other colors” (Coudray, 2000). Such a target, as it provides more control over the tone
reproduction of the image, produces a neutral gray, and thus, accurate, color.
Analyzing a Test Target
Test targets can be analyzed in two ways: (1) with an instrument that measures
color or density information or that magnifies and captures the target and (2) visually by
simply looking at the target. Measurement devices such as densitometers and
spectrophotomers provide density as well as color and spectral reflectance information
that can lead to a wide variety of in-depth analysis. High quality capture of certain targets
allows for dot patterns and line resolution to be discerned. Targets that are analyzed
visually are generally pass/fail and very effective for a quick check in determining that all
is well and no major problems have arisen (Coudray, 2000). An example of a
sophisticated digital target that has a simple pass/fail visual analysis was created by
Professor Michael Riordan at RIT. This target is meant to test PDF/X3’s support of
vector graphics. If all the color profiles applied throughout a production workflow were
accurately interpreted in each conversion, then the target appears as two large rectangles.
However, when profiles are applied or interpreted incorrectly, multiple rectangles appear.
Figure 7 shows this vector test target, with a simulation of how it would look when a
color management problem arises within the workflow (Riordan, 2006).
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Figure 7: Vector targets derived from common LAB reference values
[Source: Riordan, 2006].
Note that the patches are in either RGB (red on top) or CMYK (cyan on bottom).
To render this target accurately, it must have its profiles embedded properly. If color
management is done improperly, the right target (a simulation) is an example of what the
target may look like: a non-uniform block of red and cyan. This target can be used in a
production workflow to test the color conversion and rendering of color profiles to check
if all was done properly. Also, the target is a powerful tool for process control to
determine when problems have arisen in a color-managed workflow.
Characterization
“Characterization is the creation of a color profile that describes the unique color
relationships found in a particular device” (Dejan, 2007, p .5). Characterization must
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occur after the device has been calibrated; only when in a repeatable state will any profile
made be useful (Dejan, 2007). The targets for characterizing devices are made up of color
patches of known values that are captured or reproduced and then compared. Based on
how that specific device interpreted the color patches, the profile made acts as a lookup
table to and from the standardized CIELAB space, thus allowing the output device a
quantitative description of the color for that device. The IT8.7/4 printer profiling target,
shown in Figure 8, is a common example of a digital target used for characterizing an
output device.

Figure 8: IT8.7/4 printer profiling target
A crucial aspect of creating and utilizing a profile is being consistent in the
settings used. If an output device is printing differently from when the profile was made,
or if any settings have changes:
…the profile being used will fail to give the right CMYK combinations,
and the color won’t match your expectations or the proof. If you change
the ink set, then the color won’t match. Even simply switching the printing
sequence can throw the profile off. Consistency is paramount to success.
This means that if you use different substrates, and different anilox rolls,
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and different inks, you must have profiles for each condition. So that can
be a big investment in test runs and measurement. It is without a doubt an
investment, but if color fidelity is important, the investment is necessary
for success (O’Hara, 2008).
Again, calibration and accuracy of implementing the workflow is crucial in allowing
characterization of devices to work.
Process Control
Controlling a process is an important aspect of a workflow and an area where test
targets can be used quite effectively. All devices, and thus systems, have variability that
cannot be removed, though controlling this variability allows for a process to be better
understood, and problems can be foreseen and reduced. Color control bars can be used to
test for device repeatability over a press run and consistency across a sheet. Figure 9
shows two control bars created by Franz Sigg at RIT used for testing a number of printing
variables. The top target is able to test for inking, dot gain, directional dot gain, and
resolution, and the bottom for color balance and visual assessment of color uniformity
(2002).

Figure 9: Segments of color control bars [Source: Sigg, 2002].
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According to Larry Warter from the IPA Bulletin, chromatic grays provide the
most information for the purposes of color management and process control. In order to
stay within tolerances, gray patches tell the operator what to adjust (2007). “If the gray
patches don’t have the right amount of yellow, magenta or cyan, he can see or measure it
immediately and adjust for it” (Warter, 2007, p. 5). This stance is also held in the
GRACoL G7 method of process control. “G7 provides a method of calibrating and
controlling any CMYK imaging process. Instead of measuring traditional CMYK scales
for the four inks, G7 measures just two grayscales, one printed in black ink alone and
another printed in pre-determined ratios of CMY” (Hutcheson, 2007). Figure 10 shows
the G7 P2P target used for calibrating output devices. This method achieves a more
constant gray scale appearance (by measuring their P2P printer target), which is based on
the standardized LAB space instead of the more traditional tonal value increase, which is
device-dependent.

Figure 10: GRACoL G7 P2P profiling target
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Conclusion
The reproduction of fine art has been around for a long time, although it has
undergone great change. Since the early 1990s, digital printing technology has improved
immensely, making printing artwork accessible to the artists themselves. Along with this
freedom comes responsibility. If high-quality output is desired, the artist must have a
working knowledge of the technology, such as color management, digital photography,
digital workflows, and digital printing. Standards have been a huge part of the printing
industry as a whole, but in the niche market of fine art reproduction, they have been
implemented more slowly. Standardization in printing is important if consistent and
accurate results are desired; however, the changeover requires rethinking of a process and
being diligent in applying the changes. The use of test targets has also changed, becoming
much more sophisticated in what they can accomplish. Test targets will be an essential
part in establishing a workflow for reproducing artwork in U.S. fine art museums.
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Chapter 3
Research Objectives

Accurately reproduced color and high-quality images are crucial to the art image
interchange cycle, along with standardization and workflow documentation. The
research conducted in this project has aimed to achieve the following objectives in order
to best complete the goal of examining the workflow of the art image interchange cycle.
The research objectives are to:
1. Establish what standards are presently being used in the graphic arts, and how
best to communicate practicing standardization.
2. Establish what test targets are being used in the graphic arts, and how best to
communicate practicing test targets use.
3. Benchmark the museums’ art image interchange cycle and document their
workflows.
4. Establish best-practices for documentation of art reproduction workflow
within museums.
5. Better understand the art image interchange cycle through the case study of a
museum’s production of a fine art publication.
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Chapter 4
Methodology

In order to fulfill the research objectives, the researcher followed this particular
methodology:
1. Conduct a thorough secondary research study to provide a foundation in the
area of fine art reproduction along with related topics such as color
management, standards printing, and test targets.
2. Examine the standards used in the graphic arts and compile a guide for
utilizing and understanding standards.
3. Examine and categorize the test targets used in the industry and museums.
4. Create a workflow experiment to test the art image interchange cycle of
museums. This experiment will have two major steps:
a. Benchmark each museum’s workflow and resulting quality by creating a
control group of images (oil paintings, line drawings, prints, and test
targets) that each museum will reproduce and prepare for print, while
documenting their process.
b. Create a revised workflow specification that each museum will run (in
conjunction with the benchmarking) to compare the resulting image
quality with the benchmarked quality and to better understand the process
of documenting a workflow.
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5. Visit a museum that has participated in the workflow experiment to
experience the art image interchange cycle first-hand and to facilitate the
process.
6. Evaluate the deliverable files and workflow documentation from each
museum for the workflow experiment, comparing the quality from both their
benchmarked process and revised process as well as determining how well the
revised workflow was followed and documented.
7. Visit and interview the Memorial Art Gallery and subsequent parties involved
in the production of the Seeing America publication: the photographer,
designer, and printer who worked on the book.
8. Establish the best practices for the art image interchange cycle and workflow
documentation.

Step four of the methodology, the creation of the workflow experiment, consisted
of creating oil paintings and acquiring various images and targets. Figure 11 shows these
images, in reference to the paper, “Benchmarking Art Image Interchange Cycles: Image
Quality Experimentation” (S.P. Farnand, F.Frey, & E.Andersen, 2009).
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Figure 11: Control group of test images for the workflow experiment
The images used in this workflow experiment, listed from left-to-right and top-tobottom, consisted of the: bridge oil painting; daisy oil painting; orchid oil painting; blue
sky oil painting; line drawing; old photograph; aqua tint. The oil paints used for this
experiment in the four oil paintings were as follows: Phthalo Blue, Sap Green, French
Ultramarine, Burnt Umber, Titanium White, Payness Grey, Yellow Ochre, Ivory Black,
Burnt Sienna, Cadmium Red Deep Hue, Veridian Hue, Cadmium Yellow, and Cobalt
Blue.
Additionally, the control group consisted of a set of physical test targets. These
targets are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Control group of test targets for the workflow experiment
The test targets used in this workflow experiment listed from left-to-right and top-tobottom consisted of the: Macbeth ColorChecker 24, ColorChecker SG, oil-paints draw
down target, Kodak Gray Scale Q-14, Macbeth Gray Card, and ISO 12233 Slanted Edge.
The second part of step four (4.b) of the methodology focused on a revised
workflow specification and workflow documentation. The revised workflow specification
is shown in Figure 13.
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Revised Workflow Specifications
The following workflow is meant to evaluate and document the reproduction of fine
artwork. The two main areas of importance are: (1) characterizing the input device and
(2) documenting the image processing steps taken in preparing the files for print. The end
product to be delivered will be two files/per original artwork: one with no image
processing and the second with the normal image processing within your museum’s
guidelines. It is of critical interest to understand all of the processing that is done to the
files; the more detail that can be provided the better.
(1) Characterize the Camera
i. If your workflow normally includes flat-fielding your camera system, please
implement those guidelines before starting. Also, indicate that the system was
flat-fielded. If you do not implement flat-fielding, please continue to step ii.
ii. Capture the Provided Digital ColorChecker SG Target with “No Color
Management”
** Note: If using a Sinar camera system (or similar system), make sure that the capture is

done with “No Color Management.” Furthermore, if your profiling software is not
compatible with the ColorChecker SG Target, capture the ColorChecker 24 Target for
the purposes of this workflow. These steps are crucial for the proper characterization of
the camera system.

o
o
o
o
o

Illumination [See Capture & Illumination Documentation Sheet]
Camera Alignment [perpendicular to target, level to the target center]
Settings [no compression, no sharpening, low ISO]
** Note – See Capture & Illumination Documentation Sheet

Field of View [target (including the black border) should fill the entire
frame]

ii. Create a Custom ICC Input Profile
o Import image of Digital ColorChecker SG target into a profiling software
(e.g., ProfileMaker or Monaco Profiler) to create a custom ICC input
profile.
** Note: Make sure all the patches are read correctly by the software

iii. Assign the Custom ICC Input Profile to the Images of Artwork
o Place the ICC Input Profile (file format: .icc) into the “ColorSync” folder
(for Mac), or the “color” folder (for PC) found at
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C:\WINDOWS\system32\spool\drivers\color.
**Note: the .icc file must be in the proper folder for Photoshop to recognize it.

o Using Adobe Photoshop, open the unprocessed image of the artwork (do
not color manage the file, and first, assign the custom ICC input profile.
**Note: the artwork should be captured under the same conditions that the

ColorChecker was captured under

o Go to Edit  Assign Profile (as in Figure 1)

Figure 1 – Adobe Photoshop’s Assign Profile dialog box

o Continue to assign the custom ICC input profile to all the artwork.
**Note – ideally assign the profile to all of the artwork, however, if this is not

possible, assign to three oil paintings (Orchid, Daisy, and Bridge), and choose either
one of the photographs, the line drawing, or an aquatint print.

iv. Save File
- Save as… “Originalname_Revised01” 16bit TIFF (Deliver this File)
(2) Document the Image Processing
i. Start the image processing/adjustments of the files from step 1 as you see
necessary for preparing the file for print.
o Follow your normal guidelines for best reproduction quality
o Please track all changes made in layers, and make sure those layers are
delivered with the file.
o Please record all changes/adjustments made in the sequence that they are
made on the provided documentation sheet: “Post Processing
Documentation.” Fill in all information as it applies.
ii. Upon completing the initial image processing, proof the document to the original
artwork.
o Follow your normal guidelines for proofing a document –preparing the
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reproduction for print.
o Please record all proofing settings/conditions on the provided
documentation sheet: “Proofing Documentation.”
o If further image processing is done after the first proof is made, please
continue documenting on the “Post Processing” documentation sheet,
indicating these as second iteration adjustments.
iii. Save the completed print-ready file
o Save as… “Originalname_Revised02” 16bit TIFF (Deliver this File)

Figure 13 (cont.): Revised Workflow Specification for Museum Workflow Experiment
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The documentation sheets are the tools that each museum will use in documenting
the art image interchange cycle. The three documentation sheets focus on different areas
of the workflow: Capture & Illumination, Post Processing, and Proofing. Figure 14 shows
the post processing documentation sheet as an example (see Appendix A for all three
sheets).

Post Processing Documentation Sheet
Museum: ________________________________________________________
Image Processing Software: _________________________________________
Operating System: ___________________________
Monitor: _________________________ Calibrated? _Y / N_ Date of Calibration: ____________
Order of
Proof
Adjustments Iteration

Adjustments/
Tools

Check
Mark Brief Description of Why

______

______

Mode: Color

______

______

Mode: Bits/Chan

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

______

______

Assign Profile

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

______

______

Convert to Profile

______

______

Resizing

_______________________________________

______

______

Levels

_______________________________________

______

______

Contrast

_______________________________________

______

______

Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Curves

_______________________________________

______

______

Saturation

_______________________________________

______

______

Sharpen Filter

_______________________________________

______

______

Quick Mask

_______________________________________

______

______

Healing Tool

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

COMMENTS/NOTES:

Figure 14: Post processing documentation sheet
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Chapter 5
Results
Standards Review
Within the graphic arts and photography industries, many standards have been
created and are now implemented to create consistent practices. This enables
communication and better understanding of the workflows and procedures that otherwise
often go misunderstood. Consistency of procedures also enables companies to produce
accurate and repeatable results, which is a desired goal. Table 2 shows a listing of
international standards and specifications that are being used in the graphic arts and
photographic industries for workflow and output procedures. These are the main
standards that specifically can apply to the reproduction of fine artwork, thus, standards
that could be implemented within museums.
The main areas that the standards in Table 2 pertain to are color-space test
images, viewing conditions, proofing, printing aims, and characterization data. Following
Table 2 are descriptions of each standard/specification. Within these descriptions are a
basic summary of what can be found within the standard/specification document as well
as their main applications. This review of standards is a continuation of the pervious
(Murphy, 2005). Her standards research focused on capture in cultural institutes, while
this research was focused on workflow and output.
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Table 2: List of workflow and printing standards for the graphic arts industry
Graphic Arts Standards Review of Workflow & Output
Title

Topic

No.

WORKFLOW
Graphic technology Prepress digital data
exchange -- Part 1:
CMYK standard colour
image data
(CMYK/SCID)

Date Organization Ed.

TCs

STANDARDS

Test Image

12640
1997
-1

ISO

ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

Test Image

12640
2004
-2

ISO

ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

-- Part 3: CIELAB
standard colour image
data (CIELAB/SCID)
-- Part 4: Wide gamut
display-referred
standard colour image
data
(AdobeRGB(1998)/SCI
D)

Test Image

12640
2007
-3

ISO

ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

Test Image

12640
n/a
-4

ISO

UD

ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

Viewing condition -Graphic technology
and photography
Graphic technology -Displays for colour
proofing -Characteristics and
viewing conditions

Viewing
Conditions

3664 2009

ISO

3rd

ISO/TC 42
(Photography)

Proofing

12646 2008

ISO

2nd

ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

2nd

ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

-- Part 2: XYZ/sRGB
encoded standard
colour image data
(XYZ/SCID)

PRINTING
Graphic technology –
Process control for the
reproduction, proof and
production prints –
Part 1: Parameters and
measurement methods

Measurement
Methods

STANDARDS
12647
2004
-1
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ISO

-- Part 7: Proofing
processes working
directly from digital data
Graphic technology –
Methods of adjustment
of the colour
reproduction of a
printing system to
match a set of
characterization data
Graphic technology Color characterization
data for coldset printing
on newsprint
Graphic technology Color characterization
data for SWOP®
proofing and printing on
U.S. Grade 3 coated
publication paper
Graphic technology Color characterization
data for SWOP®
proofing and printing on
U.S. Grade 5 coated
publication paper
Graphic technology Color characterization
data for GRACoL®
proofing and printing on
U.W. Grade 1 coated
paper

Printing Aims

12647
2007
-7

Matching to
Characterizatio 10128 2009
n data

1st

ISO

ISO/TC 130
1st
(Graphic
Technology)

Characterizatio
n Data

TR
002

2007

ANSI CGATS:
Technical
specification

--

Characterizatio
n Data

TR
003

2007

ANSI CGATS:
Technical
specification

--

Characterizatio
n Data

TR
005

2007

ANSI CGATS:
Technical
specification

--

Characterizatio
n Data

TR
006

2007

ANSI CGATS:
Technical
specification

--
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ISO/TC 130
(Graphic
Technology)

ISO

ISO 12640-1 Graphic technology – Prepress digital data exchange – Part 1: CMYK
standard colour image data (CMYK/SCID)
The first section of ISO 12640 introduces the steps of how a high-quality image
reproduction system works: coding, image processing, and reproduction. This section
specifies the CMYK digital data for a series of 18 standard color images (8 bits/channel).
These images are useful for evaluating any changes in image quality within such a
system. The main purpose of this section of ISO 12640 is to provide test-image data sets
for evaluation and process control testing of CMYK printers.
The images used for this testing are both natural scenes and synthetic targets
(CMYK data electronically created). The natural images include skin tones, detail in
highlights and shadows, neutral colors, browns and wood tones, memory colors,
geometric shapes, fine detail, and vignettes. The synthetic targets include resolution
charts, uniform vignettes in the primary and secondary colors, and specified CMYK
patches as defined in ISO 12642. The performance of a color reproduction system can be
evaluated with these test images by subjectively viewing the final output as well as by
objectively measuring the control elements and comparing the reproduced values to the
originals.
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ISO 12640-2 Graphic technology – Prepress digital data exchange – Part 2: XYZ/sRGB
encoded standard colour image data (XYZ/SCID)
This section of ISO 12640 introduces the steps of coding, image processing
(including transformation compression and decompression), and reproduction to a color
monitor or printer. This section specifies XYZ and sRGB digital data for a series of test
images that are used to evaluate any changes in image quality within the system. These
images can be used in a number of applications such as research, development, product
evaluation and process control. The main purpose of this section of ISO 12640 is to
provide test-image data sets that are optimized for viewing on reference sRGB displays in
the sRGB viewing environment of D65, which are most common in the consumer market.
The XYZ tristimulus data (16 bits/channel) and sRGB data (8 bits/channel) are
specified for the 15 test images, of both natural scenes and synthetic targets. The natural
scenes focus on skin tones, highlight and shadow detail, neutral colors, hard-to-reproduce
colors as well as memory colors, geometric shapes, fine detail, and vignettes. The
synthetic targets consist of vector graphics for monitor display, business graphs, color
charts and vignettes in the primary and secondary colors and specified RGB patches. The
performance of any sRGB monitor and output device can be evaluated with these test
images by subjectively viewing the output as well as objectively measuring the control
elements and comparing the reproduced values to the originals.
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ISO 12640-3 Graphic technology – Prepress digital data exchange – Part 3: CIELAB
standard colour image data (CIELAB/SCID)
This section of ISO 12640 introduces the steps of coding, image processing
(including transformation compression and decompression) and reproduction to a color
monitor or printer. Section three also specifies CIELAB digital data for a series of test
images that are used to evaluate any changes in image quality within the system. The
images can be used for research, testing, and assessing of output systems such as printers,
color management systems, and color profiles. The main purpose of this section of ISO
12640 is to provide test-image data sets with a large reflection color gamut related to
illuminant D50, such as those found in the graphic arts and photography.
CIELAB digital data is specified for the 18 test images, of both natural scenes and
synthetic targets, all referenced to Illuminate D50. Each of the images has colors that are
close to the boundary of the color gamut. This allows for the large gamut reproduction
systems to test their limits. The natural scenes focus on skin tones, highlight and shadow
detail, neutral colors, hard-to-reproduce colors as well as memory colors, geometric
shapes, fine detail, and vignettes. The synthetic targets consist of a number of color
patches and vignettes that sample the reference color gamut.
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ISO 12640-4 Graphic technology – Prepress digital data exchange – Part 4: Wide gamut
display – referred standard colour image data (AdobeRGB(1998)/SCID)
This section of ISO 12640 introduces the steps of coding, image processing, and
reproduction to a color monitor or printer. Section four specifies Adobe RGB digital data
for a series of test images that are used to evaluate any changes in image quality within
the system. This Adobe RGB section is similar to the sRGB standard but is applicable for
larger gamut workflows. The main purpose of this section of ISO 12640 is to provide testimage data sets that are designed to be used in systems with wide color gamut monitors,
which are common for the professional market in graphic arts and photography.
Adobe RGB data (16 bits/channel) is specified for the 16 test images, both natural
scenes and synthetic targets. The natural scenes focus on skin tones, highlight and
shadow detail, neutral colors, and hard-to-reproduce colors as well as memory colors,
geometric shapes, fine detail, and vignettes. The synthetic targets consist of color charts
and a series of vignettes. The performance of any wide color gamut reproduction system
(monitor and output device) can be evaluated with these test images by subjectively
viewing the output as well as objectively measuring the control elements and comparing
the reproduction values to the originals.
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ISO 3664 Viewing condition – Graphic technology and photography
ISO 3664 specifies the viewing conditions for both reflective and transmissive
media, such as prints and transparencies. This standard provides the viewing condition
specifications that will reduce the errors and misunderstanding about color reproduction
and processing. The standard does not dismiss the fact that the best viewing condition for
the visual assessment of color is the conditions that the final project will be viewed.
However, it does stress that this viewing condition, if agreed upon should be done so by
everyone in the production for it to be effective.
ISO 3664 breaks down four main sections of viewing scenarios, along with
general requirements for implementing standardized viewing. Furthermore, this standard
recommends ISO 12646, Graphic technology – Displays for color proofing –
Characteristics and viewing conditions for the direct comparison of soft copy and
hardcopy. The following are the main sections that ISO 3664 can be used for:
1)

Critical comparison between transparencies, reflection photograph or
photomechanical print and/or other objects or images (e.g., original and
reproduction)

2)

Appraisal of the tone reproduction and colorfulness of prints and
transparencies (i.e., practical evaluation or inspection of a print)

3)

Critical appraisal of transparences that are viewed by projection, for
comparison with prints, or other reproductions

4)

Appraisal of images on color monitors that are not viewed in comparison to
any form of hardcopy
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ISO 12646 Graphic technology – Displays for colour proofing – Characteristics and
viewing conditions
ISO 12646 specifies the requirements for a color display used to create a hard
copy proofing system. The physical properties of a display that are focused, and are of
major importance, are uniformity, size, resolution, convergence, refresh rate, luminance
levels, and viewing conditions. If these soft proofing (replicating the output virtually on a
monitor) conditions are standardized, it is then possible for users to exchange meaningful
calibration and characterization data, such that a consistent and, possibly, accurate color
match to the physical proof is achieved. Utilizing various test images and test methods
described within the standard, the display performance will be optimized and compliance
kept through calibrating and standardizing the conditions. Furthermore, ISO 12646
provides guidelines on characterizing and calibrating a device, along with guidelines on
testing the conformance of a device to the standard.
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ISO 12647-1, Graphic technology -- Process control for the production of half-tone
colour separations, proof, and production prints -- Part 1: Parameters and measurement
methods
ISO 12647-1:2004 specifies the parameters that define printing conditions for the
various processes used in the graphic arts industry, and that are further delved into within
the subsequent sections of ISO 12647. Those looking to work towards common goals of
practice within the industry, may use this standard to characterize the intended printing
condition and/or for the process control of printing. This standard:
•

defines vocabulary and establishes a minimum set of process parameters that
uniquely determine a printed, four-color, half-tone image. The parameters
were selected based on the following process stages: colour separation,
making of the printing form, proofing, production printing and surface
finishing. These are directly applicable to proofing and printing processes
that use colour separation films as input.

•

is directly applicable to proofing and printing from printing surfaces
produced by filmless methods as long as direct analogies to film production
systems are maintained.

•

is applicable to proofing and printing with more than four process colours as
long as direct analogies to four-colour printing are maintained, such as for
data and screening, for print substrates, and for printing parameters.

•

is applicable to line screens and, where relevant, to those that do not have
regular screen angles or regular screen rulings.
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ISO 12647-7, Graphic technology -- Process control for the production of half-tone
colour separations, proof, and production prints -- Part 6: Proofing processes working
directly from digital data
ISO 12647-7:2007 specifies requirements for systems that are intended for
simulate the printing conditions of another system through characterization data and
hard-copy proofing. The primary parameters defined are the screening, colors of the
solids and midtones, color of the substrate, and tone value increase (TVI) curves.
Adherence to this standard ensures that a particular color or gray tone will print the same
for a particular printing condition as it will for a proofing system –thus the hard-copy
proof is a simulation/match of what will be produced. Recommendations are provided
with regard to appropriate test methods associated with these requirements. In addition,
guidelines are provided with respect to the certification of proofing systems related to
specific printing condition aims.
This standard ensures that repeatability of proof printing is achieved through
standardized practices. Adherence to the tests described within this standard will allow
for repeatability and accuracy of output.
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ISO 10128, Graphic technology – Methods of adjustment of the colour reproduction of a
printing system to match a set of characterization data
ISO 10128, an unpublished standard, describes three general methods used for
compensating for any differences between two printing systems. This standard can
achieve consistency in the printed results and, subsequently, can make a number of
presses print to the same general aim conditions. The three methods specified are: (1)
matching of tone value curves, (2) use of near neutral scales, and (3) use of CMYK to
CMYK multi-dimensional transforms (ICC device-link profiles). The goal of this
standard is to provide a common understanding of these procedures across the industry,
to allow consistency between implementation, and to facilitate communication of the
adjustments used/desired in particular workflows.
This standard is not ranking the best and/or worst methods, but explaining their
strengths and weaknesses in individual workflow applications. Using the methods
described, calibration can be maintained within a run and between runs using process
control methods (e.g., solid ink density and tone value increase). These process control
methods, along with the adjustment techniques, can produce the desired printing quality
needed.
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ANSI CGATS/SNAP TR 002, Graphic technology - Color characterization data for
coldset printing on newsprint
The CGATS Technical Report 002 provides specifications for the newspaper and
insert industry in order to achieve consistent preparation, proofing, and printing of
newsprint. They are meant for advertisers, advertising agencies, publishers, pre-press
managers, material suppliers, and commercial and newspaper printers. The specifications
within TR002 pertain to offset lithography, direct lithography, letterpress, and
flexography. This Technical Report was developed in cooperation with the Specification
for Newsprint Advertising Production (SNAP) Committee and based on ISO 126473:2005. The printing aims within this specification are colorimetric, densitometric, tone
value increase (TVI), and characterization data for profile building and printing aims.
ANSI CGATS/SWOP TR 003, Graphic technology - Color characterization data for
SWOP® proofing and printing on U.S. Grade 3 coated publication paper
CGATS Technical Report 003 is the publication printing industry specification
for the advertiser, publisher, printer, advertising agency, and pre-press service supplier
that is involved in printing publications. The mission that SWOP has undertaken is to
raise the level of publication printing quality by setting forth specifications and
tolerances. The quality within the prepress-to-print workflow is measurable and, thus,
able to be monitored and analyzed for improvement. Although ISO 12647-1 and ISO
12647-2 provide guidance and printing aims, it is the responsibility of the individual
industry segments to supplement this guidance with specific requirements for their needs;
this is the role played by SWOP. TR 003 provides colorimetric characterization data to be
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used as a printer aim and data set for building profiles on U.S Grade 3 coated publication
paper. If another substrate with a change in reflectance is desired, the document provides
a method for adapting the aim characterization data.
ANSI CGATS/SWOP TR 005, Graphic technology - Color characterization data for
SWOP® proofing and printing on U.S. Grade 5 coated publication paper
The CGATS Technical Report 005 serves the same purpose as TR 003 but with
characterization data meant for U.S. Grade 5 coated publication paper. This document
also provides the method for adapting the aim characterization data.

ANSI CGATS/GRACoL TR 006, Graphic technology - Color characterization data for
GRACoL® proofing and printing on U.W. Grade 1 coated paper
The CGATS Technical Report 006 was created in cooperation with the General
Requirements for Application in Commercial Offset Lithography (GRACoL) Committee
with the goal of developing guidelines and specifications for the commercial offset
industry. This Technical Report also meets ink requirements of ISO 2846-1 as well as the
printing aims and tolerances of ISO 12647-2 for paper type 1. Characterization data is
provided for GRACoL proofing and printing on U.S. Grade 1 coated paper. The
specification breaks away from tradition by focusing on colorimetric data for grey
balance and a standardized Neutral Print Density Curve (NPDC), rather than on
traditional TVI aims for each ink. This approach claims to achieve a closer visual match
from device to device.
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Test Targets Review
Categorizing Test Targets
Evaluating the various test targets in the graphic arts industry allowed for a clear
view of what is available, and it allowed for categorizing and target usage to be
determined. The realization that categorizing test targets was ambiguous and unclear, led
to the creation of one concise table. Figure 15 is an image of all four pages to show the
depth of information provided (see Appendix B for the tables in their entirety). The tables
show a number of readily used targets in the graphic arts industry with their general
category and description of how they are intended to be used. The table headings are
Target (displaying an image of the target); Topic (the general category); Name,
Description, Quality Measure (what image quality attribute it is intended to be able to
measure); Analysis (whether it is intended to be analyzed quantitatively with a device, or
visually), and Origin. For museums and companies in the graphic arts looking to further
use test targets, this table can provide understanding in what is available and what to
further pursue –ruling out test targets that don’t apply for their needs and pointing them
in the correct direction. Furthermore, this table might help avoid any particular test target
from being misused.
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Targets

Topic

Input
p Device
Performance

Input Device
Performance

Input Device
Performance

Targets

Topic

Output Process
Control

Output Tone
Reproduc!on

Name

Descrip!on

Provides input device performance
measurements. It can test for illumination
uniformity, spa!al distortion, and resolu!on
Device Level
variability.
i bilit The
Th "
target iis bestt u!lize
!li d for
Target
scanner benchmarking and process control.
Provides input device performance
measurements, such as sampling rate (dpi),
Object Level resolu!on, color, tone, and noise. The
Target
target fits discreetly along side the objects
being digi!zed.

Quality
Measures

* Spa!al
A"ribu tes of
input device
* Tone
T
Reproduc!on
* Spa!al
A"ribu tes of
input device
* Tone
Reproduc!on

* Spa!al
Provides complete image quality data for
A"ributes of
high end input devices - camera and
input device
scanner systems, while following current
Universal Test ISO standards. The target has background
* Tone
Target
checker board, gray bars, scales, gray scales, Reproduc!on
color patches, slanted edges, visual
resolu!on structures, boarders and lines.

Name

Gray Bar

Mul!color
Scale

Descrip!on

Quality
Measures

The gray bar enables the monitoring of the * Tone
color balance and inking uniformity of the
Reproduc!on
system. It visually shows the color balance
* Gray balance
when the 3 color neutral appears to have a
!nt, enabling process control of the system.
The target can effec!vely study the tone
*Tone
reproduc!on of a process. This
Reproduc!on
customizable step wedge can define up to 8
spot colors and as many as 4 CMYK colors
with up to 150 steps.

Analysis

Measurementt
Measuremen

Measurement

Origin

Targets

Image
Science
Assoc.

Image
Science
Assoc.

Measurement

Origin

Name

Output Device
Resolution

4 Color
Resolu!on
Target

Output Device
Resolution

Ray Target

Output Device
Resolution

4 Color Fan
Target

Output Device
Addressability

Image
Measurement Engineering

Analysis

Topic

Output Process
Control

Targets

Topic

Output Gray
Balance

Franz Sigg
RIT

Output Tone
Reproduc!on

Measurement

Franz Sigg
RIT
Output Process
Control

Output
Registra!on

Output
Registra!on

Output Gray
Balance

Traffic Light
Registra!on
Scale

The target visually shows if an output device * Registra!on
is misregistered. The circles are very
sensi!ve to change showing a white sliver
when out of register. There are targets for 4
7 color jobs.

Visual

Franz Sigg
RIT

Visual
Registra!on
Scale

The target tests for misregistra!on by
* Registra!on
magnifying moirés. The amplitude of the
misregistra!on can be visually quan!fied
without a loupe. This target can be used for
any digital system.

Visual

Franz Sigg
RIT

Visual

Franz Sigg
RIT

This target visually indicates if an output
* Gray balance
device produces a neutral gray with
Neutral
specified SWOP C, M, Y values. A black only
Balance Target
background provides a means to visually
for SWOP
compare the two.

Output
DevProcess
Control

Descrip!on

Quality
Measures

Tests for a devices mechanical resolu!on.
The target will visually show a devices
capability and stability of reproducing the
fine pa"erns.

* Fine detail
* Resolu!on

Indicates direc!onal effects of an output
device and provides a visual indica!on of
resolu!on. Star shaped moirés will appear
due to interference with the rays. As the
addressability of the device increases, the
moiré becomes less visible.

* Direc!onal
defects
* Resolu!on

Tests for a systems resolu!on and aliasing
for 4 color output. The target is one way to
verify exposure and poor registra!on. The
target is very sensi!ve to direc!onal effects.

* Direc!onal
defects
* Registra!on
* Resolu!on

Name

The color bar enables the user to monitor
solid, !nt & overprint ink density, dot gain,
wet ink trapping, resolu!on, as well as
inking uniformity. This allows the user to
conduct process control of a system.

Descrip!on

This target determines what combina!ons
of CMY, results in neutral gray. With
Gray balance constant cyan values across the target,
Chart
varying magenta and yellow give different
!nts of gray.

Franz Sigg
RIT

Visual

Franz Sigg
RIT

Visual

Franz Sigg
RIT

Measurement

Franz Sigg
RIT

*Tone
Reproduc!on

Quality
Measures
* Gray balance
* Tone
Reproduc!on

* Tone
This large step wedge is for CMYK and
Reproduc!on
overprint colors (RGB). Each wedge has
100 Step Chart increments of 1 percent dot area, and are
useful in determining the tone reproduc!on
of a CMYK output.

Analysis

Origin

Visual &
Measurement

Franz Sigg
RIT

Measurement

Franz Sigg
RIT

Visual

Michael
Riordan
RIT

Measurement

IDEAlliance
/ISO

This target is able to test if color
* ICC Color
management was handled properly through Profile check
Color Profile profile conversions by changing color to
Target
indicate an error in profiles being read.

This CMYK control strip is used as a control
for pre press proofs. Addi!onally, it can be
ISO 12647 7
Digital Control used for process control of a systems
produc!on, where there is room outside of
Strip
the image area.

Origin

Visual

Franz Sigg
RIT

Is able to determine the actual mechanical * Device
addressability of an output device (vs. the
Addressability
manufactures stated addressability). At the
Addressability point where the fine lines can be resolved, is
Target
where a corresponding addressability is
listed (e.x., 1200 spi).

Color Bar

Analysis

* Tone
Reproduc!on

Figure 15: Table of test targets used within the graphic arts
Test Targets in Museums
American fine art museums today use test targets in various ways for their art
image interchange cycles. High-quality color reproduction is often the goal; however,
each museum seems to either have a different test target or varying methods on how to
use one particular target. To determine what museums are doing, the workflow
documentation from 15 major American fine art museums was acquired. These
documents were not asked to be created, but were the documents already in use by each
museum, thus, there was no common formatting or content, which led to various holes
when trying to relate each of them to each other. The areas of interest looked for within
each document were, which test targets museums were using and how they were used in
capture, post processing, and/or output. Additionally, any related color management steps
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they took were noted to better understand their overall approach to fine art reproduction.
After sorting through each document, five of the museums had documented information
on test targets use. The following is a comparison of these five museums’ use of test
targets:
1. Museum A
Targets: Virtual ColorChecker (CC) and grayscale (Kodak Q-14 simulation)
-

Used for process control for output

-

Compare proof to physical Q-14 target

-

Deliverables: 16bit TIFF with virtual targets included and ProPhoto profile
embedded

2. Museum B
Targets: CC in capture (separately as well as added in border of artwork)
-

Capture unprofiled and convert from RAW to TIFF (ProPhoto)

-

Adjust curves for 1.8 gamma by setting gray patches

-

Photoshop tools/adjustment to get reproduction as close as possible

-

Deliverables: 16bit TIFF with CC in border and Adobe RGB profile
embedded

3.

Museum C
Targets: None
-

“We do not include either a Macbeth target in the shot or a digitally generated
target or grayscale. Since most of the artwork is made with pigments and dyes
which metamerize, and therefore need visual corrections made by the
photographers when proofing, we find the targets are actually misleading for
accurate color reproduction.”

-

Deliverables: 16 bit TIFF with Adobe RGB profile embedded

4. Museum D
Targets: CC added in capture (documented), grayscale and halon (practiced)
-

Capture RAW

-

RGB values set for black, gray, and white patch
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-

Deliverables: embedded Adobe RGB

5. Museum E
Targets: n/a (no documented use of targets or color management)
-

Capture RAW and convert to TIFF

-

Multiple Epson hard-copy proofs made

-

Color corrections are made and hard-copy proofs made until print-ready

-

Deliverables: 8 bit TIFF with Adobe RGB profile embedded

Workflow Experiment
Benchmarking Museums Workflow
The control group of artwork and targets that was defined in the methodology was
utilized to benchmark and analyze the art image interchange cycle of three major
American fine art museums. The control group was packaged and sent from one museum
to the next. For two of the museums (Museum #1 and #2), representatives of the art
image interchange cycle research were present to facilitate and aide the process. The
following three write-ups are the detailed descriptions of each museum’s workflow: how
they went about digitally reproducing the control group of images and preparing what
their institute considered to be print-ready files.
Museum #1 Benchmarked Workflow
The following description is of the workflow implemented by Museum#1 for
capturing artwork and preparing digital files for print for the Art Image Interchange
Cycle (see Figure 16 for a visual flowchart at the bottom of page 61). For this museum,
their process starts and finishes with a photographer. Artwork was imaged using digital
cameras --depending on the size and dimension of the artwork, either a copy stand or
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wall-mounting setup was used. The overall workflow could be broken down into two
general sections of capture and post-processing. For this museum, since the photographer
did all of the capture and post processing, the photographer would deal with one piece of
art at a time. After completing the post processing for a particular piece of artwork, the
photographer would then move on to capturing the next one. These processes of capture
and post processing for all 14 targets and pieces of artwork took a total of two full
workdays, approximately 14 hours.
Copy Stand Capture: All of the artwork and targets that were imaged using the
copy stand setup were flat. This allowed for the focusing to be consistent and sharp each
time (the oil paintings being mounted on a frame, and not flat, were captured on the wall
mount setup). The camera system on the copy stand was a Leaf Aptus 75 digital back
with a lens and static 4x5 bellows and Tarsia Technical Industries manufactured the copy
stand rig. The artwork laid flat on a white background (with the camera centered
overhead), the surrounding walls were all painted black, and the scene was directly
illuminated from both sides of the artwork with two diffuse Broncolor Lightbar Striplight
60-strobe units.
For each set of images, the photographer first dusted the artwork with a manual
airbrush. Second, the photographer placed a small ColorChecker target within the frame
and focused the camera with a remote focusing system to a target that was laid flat on top
of the artwork. Third, the photographer took his initial exposure and viewed the digital
image on the calibrated Eizo monitor. Last, the photographer manually adjusted the
exposure using the white point density of the ColorChecker target. Museum#1 used an
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aim white point density of 2.40 and the aim black point density of 0.40 – 0.45. Exposure
adjustments were made to the lens accordingly, and he recaptured the artwork. This
process was repeated until the aim exposure was achieved.
Wall Mount Capture: The oil paintings were photographed on the wall with a
Leaf Aptus 75 digital back with a Haselblad 501cm lens and static 4x5 bellows. The
scene was illuminated with two Broncolor Pulse G 3200J strobe units (behind the
camera) reflecting off the ceiling toward the artwork and one GTI lighting booth that was
mounted vertically and reflecting off the right wall. The photographer first focused the
artwork with a magnifying loupe on the ground glass of the camera and then made
multiple captures while manually adjusting the exposure to their aim white and black
point (as in the copy stand procedure) from the ColorChecker target.
Post Processing: the second part of the workflow, after the target exposure was
hit, was to post process the digital image to create an acceptable digital reproduction of
the original artwork. The photographer first removed any blatant dust marks from the
image. Second, he made minor and manual adjustments to the color of the image. This
was done by manually adjusting isolated color channels within Photoshop CS4. The
photographer’s eye was the basis for these changes. For a few of the images (artwork that
gave more difficulty), he would place the original artwork within a GTI D50 proofing
lamp and visually compare the original to the calibrated screen for further correction.
This comparison was done one at a time –first the reproduction on the monitor, and then
the original --never were the two placed in the same field of view. Last, the photographer
usually added minor sharpening to the digital image using Smart Sharpen, a tool within
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Photoshop. After the digital reproduction was complete, an uncompressed Tiff file was
saved and delivered for printing.
Leaf Aptus 75
Digital Back

Camera

- Automatic
focusing system

Copy Stand
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Pulse G 3200J
Strobe units

Camera
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75 Digital
Back with
Haselblad
501cm lens
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4x5 bellows

Wall Mount

Delivered
16Bit Tiff
AdobeRGB

Remove
Dust

Capture
Colorchecker
& focus

Capture
Colorchecker

- Repeat until
exposure is set
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and a BP of
4-0.45.

Adjust
exposure
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POST-PROCESSING
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on calibrated
Eizo Monitor
- Calibrated
monitors D50

Figure 16: Fine art interchange cycle flowchart for Museum #1
Museum #2 Benchmarked Workflow
The following description is of the workflow implemented by Museum#2 for their
Art Image Interchange Cycle (see Figure 17 at the bottom of this museums workflow
description for a visual flowchart). This museum utilized photographers and color
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specialists who focused on post processing, specifically color correcting and proofing.
This museum’s workflow can be broken down into three general sections of capture,
processing, and proofing. This process took a total of approximately 16 hours: 2-3 hours
for capture and 12-13 hours for post processing.
Capture: all of the artwork and targets were imaged by a photographer of
Museum#2 on a copy stand setup with a Sinar camera system. The artwork laid flat (with
the camera overhead); the surrounding walls were painted black, and the scene was
directly illuminated from both sides at a 300 angle using two Broncolor Pulso Glights.
The artwork was either flattened manually with weights to insure consistent focusing or
pneumatically from the base of the copy stand, if the artwork was not fragile.
The procedure for capture consisted of first categorizing the artwork into lots.
This was determined by size. If the artwork could be placed in the same imaging frame as
another, without readjusting the focus (moving the camera on the copy stand), then it was
grouped together. Once these groups were established, the photographer would first
achieve his standard exposure based on a ColorChecker target. The target was captured (a
titanium white patch was also placed in the frame as a reference), and then,
automatically, the Sinar software would calibrate the exposure by adjusting the digital
reading of the white patch to 230. This process was built-in to the Sinar camera software.
Second, the system was focused to the word, color on the ColorChecker target. Next, the
photographer conducted a flat fielding2 of the camera system. This was done by evenly
2

Flat fielding is the process of calibrating for the lack of uniformity in the pixels of the camera system.
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illuminating and capturing a white card target. Adjustments were again automatically
made within the Sinar camera software to correct for the camera’s sensitivity to light. At
this point in the production, the photographer was ready to capture all of the artwork
within that group. He placed the artwork in the frame, along with a label that was used to
reference that piece of artwork, and then captured the image. This was done for all pieces
in that group. Next, the photographer readjusted the focusing for the next size and then
captured all the pieces in the group. For the four oil paintings, adjustments in the
illumination were made due to the texture on their surface. An increase of exposure by
one stop was made on one side of the scene to better accentuate the texture. The added
light changed the illumination to a 2:1 lighting ratio.
Post processing: the second part of the workflow, after all the artwork was
imaged, was to post process the files and correct the reproduced color appearance to best
match the original artwork (this process was carried out by the color specialist). Each file
needed unique color corrections to be made to best match the original. The artwork was
viewed on an Eizo CG210 calibrated monitor that was directly placed next to a D50 light
booth that housed the original artwork as a reference. The color specialist could easily go
back and forth between viewing the original and reproduction. Particular colors and
imagery were found to be difficult, such as, blues, subtle saturation changes, and neutral
or whites. For instance, the oil painting of the yellow daisies was automatically adjusted
by the color management settings within the Sinar camera system and then was manually
isolated and corrected on screen to reproduce an accurate off-white color.
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Proofing: after the color specialist got the reproduction (on screen) close to the
original artwork, a hard-copy proof was printed on a calibrated large format ink jet
printer. This hard-copy proof enabled the color specialist to be sure that the subtleties of
the color on screen were actually going to be printed in the final output. This proofing
process, within the post processing procedure of Museum#2, was crucial for their
workflow in achieving accurately reproduced print-ready files. Once the hard-copy proof
matched the original artwork, a layered Photoshop file was delivered for printing
(compressed tiff files were converted and sent only for the targets, as they did not require
any post-processing steps).
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Figure 17: Fine art interchange cycle flowchart for Museum #2
Museum #3 Benchmarked Workflow
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The following description is of the workflow implemented by Museum#3 for their
Art Image Interchange Cycle (see Figure 18 at the bottom of this museums workflow
description for a visual flowchart). This museum utilized photographers and a
color/image specialist who focused on post processing, specifically color correcting. This
museum’s workflow can be broken down into three general sections of capture,post
processing, and proofing. This process took a total of 25 hours: approximately 10 hours
for capture and 15 hours for post processing.
Copy Stand Capture: the copy stand unit was set up with a Phase One P45 digital
back on a Digital Transitions fixed camera body and a Schneider Apo-Digitar 72mm lens.
Two BronColor strobe units illuminated the scene, both at 45-degree angles from the
artwork. The units had 16-inch LightBar diffusion housing and were standardized to a
color temperature of 5500K. Color management was set internally in the Phase One
camera system to the preset P45 Flash ICC profile. Images were captured in a RAW file
format and exported as a 16-bit tiff in Adobe RGB.
Before the artwork was captured, the camera system needed to be standardized for
both focus and exposure. The focusing was manually done using a remote helical focus,
while exposure was set to the white point patch of the Macbeth ColorChecker target. This
Macbeth ColorChecker target was placed in the copy stand unit and captured (the initial
exposure was simply trial and error). The white point value of this target was measured
and set to a digital reading of 246. Once this white point value was achieved, exposure
would be standardized and ready for capture.
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Eisle Capture: the second setup for capture was a horizontal arrangement where
the camera was mounted on a Foba stand, while the artwork rested upright on an easel.
The equipment used was a Betterlight digital scanning back on a Sinar 4x5 camera with a
240 mm Apo-Symmar lens. Two 900-watt Northlight HID Copy Lights were used, both
at 45-degree angles from the artwork. The Northlight used a Philips MasterColor 4000K
Tubular Single-Ended T6 lamp.
Just as the copy stand procedure, focus and exposure was first achieved and
standardized before capture of the artwork begun. Focus was manually set, and exposure
was set to the white point patch of the Macbeth ColorChecker target. There were no color
management settings for the Betterlight camera system. Images were captured in a 16-bit
tiff file format in Adobe RGB.
Post Processing: once the files were captured, 16-bit tiff files in Adobe RGB
were delivered for post processing. All of the post processing was done in the Adobe
Photoshop CS4 software on calibrated NEC Multisync LCD 3090 WQXi monitors. These
monitors were calibrated monthly to 5500K and a 120 cd/m2 light level. While the color
specialist made corrections, the original artwork was referenced to the monitor. A GTI
Soft-View SOFV-1e standardized light station with a hood around the monitor allowed
for a standard viewing condition for comparison.
Proofing: once the digital reproduction on the monitor was visually close to the
original, a hard-copy proof was output to an Epson Stylus Pro 4800 inkjet printer. This
print was used as a final proof to determine the file to be print-ready. Once approved, a
16bit tiff in Adobe RGB was saved and delivered.
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Figure 18: Fine art interchange cycle flowchart for Museum #3
Revised Workflow Specification
The revised workflow section of the workflow experiment could not be conducted
due to the time constraints of the museums. Each of the three museums that were
participating in this experiment were giving of their time to this research and were not
able to divert their energy away from their regular production to complete both the
benchmarking work and the revised workflow. As documented in the methodology, the
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revised workflow was not conducted, therefore, there was no comparison done between
the benchmarked images and the revised images.
Workflow Documentation
In analyzing the workflows received from a number of major U.S. fine art
museums, it was clear that there was a range of differences among them all. Some of
these documents are brief and give one or two-page guidelines to follow with little to no
instructions, while others are thoroughly thought-out, stand-alone pieces with ten plus
pages of content, including detailed instructions walking through the process. Some of
this content was an overview of the production, while other areas provide guidelines,
requirements, as well as information on what are unacceptable practices for achieving the
desired quality. With only these documents to review (and not the process itself), it was
unclear whether the areas mentioned within a particular document are all that the
museums are concerned with, or if there are areas of the production that are not fully
specified. Either way, these examples of workflow specifications show what was
important for the art image interchange cycle and how best to clearly communicate what
was desired in a workflow. The areas that appear most consistently from one
specification to the next are: ICC color management, monitor calibration, color space, file
formats, resolution, sharpening, guide prints or proofing, and test targets use. Table 3
shows the breakdown of how many of the museums focused on these topics.
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Table 3 – Comparison of 11 museums workflow documents; the #s refer to the number of
museums that focused on that topic
Categories Regarding
Content/Creation of
Workflow Documents

Breakdown of Museums Practices

Color Management

5 - created or used ICC profiles

Monitor Calibration

9 - set gamma and white point
2 - used a calibration device

Color Space
Capture File Format
Sharpening
Guide Prints/Proofing

7 - used AdobeRGB
3 - used ProPhoto RGB
6 - captured in RAW
4 - captured in TIFF
6 - have specific guidelines on when to sharpen and
when not to sharpen, as well as how much. All are
different.
5 - printed hardcopy inkjet proofs
1 - viewed images on a calibrated monitor

Lighting

4 - have guidelines for viewing light ambience and
color temperature

Targets

6 - use a grayscale or ColorChecker in the scene
1 - stated “no targets” due to a lack of confidence
and metamerism

Outsourcing of
workflow document

2 - hired a professional to create the workflow
document

Lastly, the pre-made checklists and tools created for the three museums taking
part in the benchmarking workflow testing described above, to utilize during their art
image interchange cycle were found to be difficult to implement. Even while an observer
from this research was present, it was not easy to get the participants to manually
document their steps on the pre-made tools. Museum #2 found it easiest to capture their
post processing steps within the layers of the Adobe Photoshop file. As they made
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changes during post processing, digitally manipulating the files, they were tracked within
the layers, and those steps were then delivered with the files. Due to no observer being
present during the benchmarking of Museum #3, conversations after the fact were needed
to account for the details and steps taken.
Case Study: Museum Fine Art Publications
Fine Art Publications
Fine-art publications and other printed reproductions for museums are used for a
number of promotional pieces. In 2005, Berns & Frey asked a number of museums what
their intent was in digitizing their art collections, and with the third highest percentage of
78%, they answered, to produce printed reproductions. These printed reproductions can
take on the form of a brochure, post card, poster, or a large catalog publication. Each of
these printed reproductions serves a different purpose. A brochure could simply be used
to give basic information about an exhibit to a visitor; a post card could be a souvenir
from someone’s visit to a gallery; a poster could be a printed reproduction of a particular
piece of art that someone would want to frame and hang in their home; a large catalog
could be a stand-alone item used to capture a whole exhibit of artwork accompanied with
relevant information retelling the artist’s intent and background. The quality is important
for all these printed reproductions, however varying. A brochure is a piece that most
likely will not be displayed and may not have the same fine detail that a catalog or poster
may have, which is displayed and reviewed over time. With this in mind, a special
amount of care and detail goes into the printing of items such as a poster, and catalog.
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The Memorial Art Gallery Background
The Memorial Art Gallery (MAG) is a medium-sized, fine art museum in
Rochester, NY that has become renowned for its breadth and quality of artwork since its
opening in 1913. The MAG is a museum that operates under the University of Rochester
and funded mainly by grants. Striving to showcase both the famous and often
underappreciated artists of the past and present, the MAG has developed a unique
collection. The Memorial Art Gallery’s acquisition of fine art has brought in work from
well-known artists around the world and from regions such as Europe, Asia, Egypt, and
the Americas. Furthermore, the collections feature works from Ancient America, Native
American, and African cultures. Above all that the gallery has acquired, the Memorial
Art Gallery has prided itself in their passion for exhibiting American art as well as
exciting works by Rochester-based artists. One of the permanent collections at the gallery
showcases these American artists. This very exhibit has been worked into a printed
publication entitled Seeing America. This publication showcases the artwork with highquality reproductions, coupled with essays from various scholars and fine artists telling
the stories and history behind each piece of artwork.
Seeing America Publication
The Seeing America publication is a fine art catalog with 330 pages showcasing a
total of 73 paintings and sculptures from the permanent collections of the Memorial Art
Gallery. Printed in 2006, this publication was a vision of chief curator, Marjorie B. Searl,
for many years prior to its completion. Speaking with Marjorie and their publication
team, it was evident that much effort and time went into making the publication a
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success. Marjorie writes in the preface of Seeing America, that the book takes the reader,
on a tour ranging from “Colonial times to the twenty-first century, from Maine to Florida
to the far West, from mighty historical subjects to intimate byways, from august figures
and events to the humblest and most anonymous” (2006, p. 13). With such compelling
content and extensive accounts of historical background, it was important for the
planning and technical aspects of art reproduction to be done well so to achieve a
completed catalog that accurately displayed the art.
The production of Seeing America was a collaborative effort of the production
team at the Memorial Art Gallery lead by Marjorie Searl as well as local Rochester
professionals in the field of photography, graphic design, and printing. The intentional
close proximity of all the major parties involved in the production, made for a unique
experience of collaboration and communication that is not often found in this industry.
With many fine art publications being printed overseas – such as in China and Japan – the
Seeing America publication is one that stands out on many fronts.
The following are the accounts of all those involved: the local professional
photographer, designer, and printer as well as those within the Memorial Art Gallery’s
production team who worked a great amount in bringing the publication all together. The
perspectives from each person and section of the workflow add a wealth of insight into
all that goes into the production of a fine art catalog: problems that occurred, how they
worked together, what worked well, and why they did what they did. This is a single
account of what a fine art publication can look like and is not applicable for all situations.
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Subject 1: Photographer - Anonymous (Personal communication, March 11, 2009)
The photographer that captured the bulk of the artwork in the Seeing America
catalog has been involved in fine art reproduction for over 20 years. He has worked in the
Rochester community doing commercial work for various organizations, mainly
capturing fine artwork and artifacts for archival and reproduction purposes (he also did
some graduate-level teaching). With a background in fine art photography from Bradley
University and the Rochester Institute of Technology, he has been in this field all his
working life. He spoke of fine art photography as being a craft and one that he felt he has
truly mastered through his years of experience.
For the majority of his career, he has worked with film-based camera systems that
range from 8x10 large-format cameras to 2-¼ medium-format cameras. It has only been a
few years now that he has started shooting and learning the digital process. Having
entirely shot with film for the Seeing America publication (the photographer delivered
chrome transparencies to the Gallery), and for the majority of his career, he states that
now, if he were to recapture the artwork, he would change to a digital production.
Furthermore, he feels that the digital technology today has improved greatly, and coupled
with its ease and efficiency, cannot be equaled. He stated that, “my gut reaction is that
digital is more accurate [than film]. I’m seeing cleaner and more accurate reproduction
with the digital.”
The equipment used for the Seeing America photo shoots were either a 4x5 large
format camera or a 2 ¼ medium format camera, along with 1000W tungsten lights (strobe
lighting was used for sculpture and other 3D objects for more control to illuminate the
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sides). He stated that, “the lighting was often set up at a 45-degree angle or more, almost
glancing in front of the painting to prevent glare.” Diffusers, umbrellas, and mirrors were
often used for 3D objects to get proper lighting on all areas. Exposures ranged from 2030 seconds to 3-5 minutes (depending on the size and location of the artwork). In each
image, a gray scale and color bar test target were placed in the field-of-view to act as a
reference point for the printer. All the paintings were photographed out of the wooden
frame, and most of the artwork was photographed in the Memorial Art Gallery’s studio.
Due to the small dimensions of the studio, there rose some difficulty in maneuvering the
art in and out. As a result, there was much down time while the art handlers (MAG staff)
either removed or brought in a new piece. The photographer never handled any artwork;
the art handlers both carried and made minor movements of each piece.
As far as capture workflow, the photographer simply photographed the artwork,
developed the transparencies, and delivered the final transparencies back to the Gallery.
The photographer spoke of the process working pretty well: “No real problems arose,
mostly challenges.” One issue that he has found in his years of experience and one that he
spoke of in more detail is where certain colors, specifically paints, do not reproduce well:
A lot of colors just don’t record. I worked for an illustrator for years (I did
8x10 chromes for him) and he’d go ballistic. I would come back with
these beautiful chromes and I mean the gray scale is perfect, the contrast is
there. He’d put it on the light table and say, ‘Damit! That pinks not right,
this blue is wrong. What did you do?’ It’s not me, it was a perfect chrome.
I went and talked to Kodak and did some research. Film, unlike our eyes,
don’t see the color spectrum like we do, and I’m sure you don’t see red
like I see red. We all see it slightly differently, but because it’s chemicalbased it’s fairly accurate, but it’s not correct. I went back to Bob and said
that film sees some colors but not others. Some colors actually change
because of their chemical makeup. Papers with brighteners, when
photographed go blue. When you filter it out it’s not there. There was a
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certain green that when you photographed it, it was like it wasn’t even on
the canvas. So Bob Conge said, OK. He got his paint box out and did a
dense to wash scale of every single color and asked me to photograph it. I
went and photographed it and every color that didn’t photograph was
thrown away, because his artwork was made to be photographed and he
wanted the colors that he used to be on the printed page. This reduced his
color box significantly.

Subject 2: Designer – Anonymous (Personal Communication, March 12, 2009)
The design company that worked on the Seeing America publication has had a
working relationship with the Memorial Art Gallery for roughly 22 years. Their company
has developed the look for the MAG’s graphics for new expeditions and does all their
banners, invitations, and various promotional pieces. Furthermore, their company has
done a number of specialty items with the Museum, such as the Seeing America
publication and other catalogs. My interview was with the founder and president of the
company, who was a part of the planning stages all the way through to layout and
printing, along with the production manager who served as the technical advisor for the
design of the publication. Their company works mostly for non-profit organizations
doing creative services that range from print projects – books, brochures, catalogs,
signage and graphics for exhibitions – to web design and production of major events.
They hope to do more fine art work for organizations such as the MAG because the level
of quality required for fine art reproduction, they feel, is far higher than other areas of
design; having to match a reproduction to an original piece of art is a unique requirement.
Their role for the Seeing America publication started six years before its
completion when the president was asked to be involved in the initial planning and price
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projection for the grant request. Much of the vision for the book was established during
this time, such as the publication being a stand-alone piece, the page count, and the paper
specifications. After a few years and a second grant proposal, their funding was approved
and thus started the initial stages of the design production. The president spoke of the
beginning stage:
There was a long process of asking for the essays because they had people
providing essays from all over the place. One of the other things I did in
the beginning process was design some mock layouts: a cover and some
sample essays. That helped a lot in visualizing what it could look like. The
layout for the inside did pretty much stick to the end [based on the mock
layouts].
The initial design stage was extremely helpful in the long run. Once the font and
text size was figured out, revisions to the length of the book were made, and a basic
template was finalized. At this point, content started to arrive from the editor; however,
what the designers received was not fully edited, so multiple revisions were needed. The
designers estimated that they touched every page five times simply for text corrections.
The president reflected on the layout and corrections workflow:
When the editor received the drafts, he was able to give me a word count.
Then I could set up a grid where I could understand an estimation of how
many pages an essay was going to take.
Once we had a template and the essays were coming in, she (the
production manager) would plug them in and put placeholders in for the
images, and basically the book evolved laying it all out based on the
original template. That worked really well. However, I don’t think any of
us had anticipated how much time was going to be spent with the
typography corrections. Not just the images, but the type corrections. I
think we probably spent as much time doing corrections, as we did laying
out the book.
If I had done it all again we would have waited [for all the content]. We
would block it in, but we wouldn’t format, because once its formatted,
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going back and changing individual things such as parentheses, commas,
and italics throughout the book… it would have been way easier to do it in
Word and then plug it all in. I would say we touched each page five times
–not kidding/
In order to keep track of all the content, the design production manager, along
with the team at the Gallery, had extensive logs organized chapter by chapter. These large
notebooks tracked the paper trail − what was already received and what was still missing.
This organizational method proved very helpful for the designers in piecing it all together
and staying on top of the work.
The relationship between the designer and the printer was established early on in
the planning stages. As far as judging the color and image quality, that was 100 percent
the job of the printer. All of the images and content that the designers received were to be
considered print-ready. When the layouts were finalized, the files were sent to the printer
for proofing. A color specialist at the printer did the proofing and color corrections, with
Margie, and the head designer present. In general, there was at least one, more often two,
and occasionally three rounds of corrections for each image. The president spoke about
the proofing process:
The colorist went back to the actual gallery site and made his notations
right on the proof, which was the most helpful. Its one thing for me to
have gone over [to the gallery and made my own corrections], but in this
case it was so critical. I could have marked it up, [given the proof to the
colorist] and then he would have taken those notes having never seen the
actual piece and tried to match it to the transparency, while the
transparency wasn’t necessarily accurate. It was a great decision to have
the person who was actually going to be making the color adjustments go
directly to the gallery and see the painting and the proof in comparison at
the same time [and in the gallery lighting conditions].
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Overall, the designers were very pleased about the final outcome of the book.
Reflecting back on the production, they felt they should have: (1) expected, and built in
more cost to the budget; (2) waited on all the content to be final, and (3) understood the
finishing process and had better communication over how the book was being laminated.
Overall, the major challenge was getting the images to look like the real artwork. As far
as the budget, the president said, “in order to get the quality that the MAG desired, they
were forced to pay a lot more money than what was anticipated for the time spent on
design-editing and the multiple rounds of color corrections.” As far as the content, to
have had it all finalized before submitting, would have greatly improved efficiency and
would have decreased the total cost. Finally, as far as the finishing process, after catching
the drastic color shift that occurred because of the cover laminate, they realized that they
should have researched and been more proactive about learning this process. After
learning from this mistake, they now know to ask this question when planning for a new
job.
Subject 3: Printer – Anonymous (Personal Communication, March 18, 2009)
The company that printed the Seeing America publication is a local Rochester
printer that has a full range of services in commercial printing. Being in the industry for
over 60 years, they have established themselves as a quality vendor of printed products.
That quality has opened the door to many projects in the fine art world. This printer has
worked with the Memorial Art Gallery for over eight years as well as major museums
such as the National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C doing numerous projects
including fine art catalogs and publications, posters, brochures, and post cards.
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The vice president of sales and marketing was the main contact with the Gallery
for the publication and was involved in all aspects of planning the project that affected
the printing. The vice president personally came on board early in the planning process,
“We actually started talking with them [MAG] about 18 months before we got any
artwork in. We were coordinating how many pages it was going to be, what kind of paper
we were going to use, how it was going to be bound, and the sizes of the pages.” Along
with working closely with the Gallery, the vice president talked quite a bit with the
designer. Once the designs started coming together and content was being delivered,
there were frequent meetings between Margie, the designer, and himself to go over and
finalize the specifications and the layout. The equipment and materials used within the
print production were a Kodak Approval proofing system, a Komori 8-Color 28”x40”
litho press with spot gloss varnish on the images, and silk paper stock. The bindery was
outsourced to another local company.
In regards to producing a high-quality product, close attention to detail was
needed − specifically to the color. The vice president explained:
The color was done ahead of time. We had transparencies and digital
images coming from all over, mostly the MAG and others from the
National Gallery. We proofed everything as was and sat down with
Margie and the designer, and our color expert. We brought our color
expert to the gallery, with the proofs and literally walked around the
gallery with Margie. We took the proofs and the transparencies when
available and looked at the originals. The color expert took notes on what
the artwork literally looked like.
In a second conversation, this time with the printer’s color expert, he noted that
the workflow that he followed consisted of receiving digital images from the designer in
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a RGB format and converting those files to a CMYK format using standardized SWOP
conversion procedures. No corrections were made at this point, until flow proofs were
made and brought to the originals in the gallery. This proofing system was calibrated to
the press, creating an accurate simulation of the press output. After the color expert had
made his notations from the gallery, he would go to Margie with what was needed. This
process was conducted a few times before Margie approved the proof, which she did for
every step of the process. When the publication went to press, it ran for four days
straight, and, even at this stage, Margie and the designer were both present making
decisions on further adjustments and giving final approval of every press sheet.
The main challenges in the production were getting the printed artwork to look
like the originals. The vice president talks about one instance, as an example, where,
“there was one image of a man and he had a really dark green coat on with a black
background. But in the image you couldn’t even tell he had a coat on, it looked like
black-on-black. Even when you looked at the artwork, you had to look at it close to see.
The detail was really subtle.” The best way that they were able to get the prints to
replicate the originals was to actually go to the gallery and look at them –this proved a
crucial part of the workflow. The color expert also spoke of this process working well,
although unique, he noted that it was crucial for achieving the quality needed. On the flip
side, it did raise some additional challenges because the lighting in the gallery was far
from similar to that of the lighting in the viewing booth. He needed to keep this in mind
when viewing the proof in the Gallery and made for an obstacle in the process.
Furthermore, the vice president found that having a physical presence with the people
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involved –the designer and the project coordinator, along with the artwork, was a huge
benefit and important for such a complex and high-quality publication.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
Standards Review
Standardization in the graphic arts industry has become more accepted as an
effective tool in improving the quality of a process, along with the consistency and
efficiency of the production. As seen in the literature review, there are still many who
follow a more traditional approach of printing, which is a craft and one that requires
unique attention to each step. The newer approach does not throw the craft and quality of
the reproduced piece out the window, but implements standard procedures to insure a
consistency of quality through a predictability process. Standardization of procedures,
and specifically the use of international standards, such as those created by the ISO, can
be a huge asset to one’s production, but the standard document must first be understood
before any of those benefits can be attained.
The standards review found in the results of this thesis was intended to analyze
the standards and specifications that are readily being used in the graphic arts (those who
specifically can benefit the fine art interchange cycle in a museum) and provide an easyto-understand summary of the document and how it can be used to benefit a museum’s
workflow. After reviewing the standards and hearing from museums on their workflows,
two of the ISO standards that could be identified as having a high priority and with a
great benefit to the fine art interchange cycle are: (1) ISO 3664:2009, Viewing Conditions
– Graphic technology and photography and (2) ISO 1246:2008, Graphic technology –
Displays for colour proofing –Characteristics and viewing conditions. The ISO 3664
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provides details on the viewing conditions for comparing an original with its
reproduction. From the museums visited in this research, it was evident that this process
of comparing original to reproduction was conducted in many ways. Furthermore, in one
museum, there was much difficulty and time added due to the lack of standardized
lighting available to a particular project. In ISO 12646, standardized guidelines are given
for soft proofing reproductions before the final output is made. If this process is followed
correctly, a high-quality output can be achieved readily and efficiently (ISO 12647-7 is
another standard that similarly provides standard guidelines for proofing to a printed,
hardcopy output).
Further notable standards documents in the review consist of the characterization
data sets found in the ANSI CGATS Technical specifications. These specifications,
known as SWOP and GRACoL, provide printing aims and guidelines that will prove
beneficial in achieving visual matches from one device to another (e.g., monitor to
printer).
In summary, the conclusions from the standards review are as follows:
1.

There is a mix of those in the printing industry that still operate as a craftbased process and thus minimal, to no, standards are implemented, and others
that are implementing standardization and relying on those methods for
consistency and reliable results.

2. Of the standards reviewed, two that standout as high priority for museums in
reproducing fine artwork are, ISO 3664, which standardizes viewing
conditions, and ISO 12646, which standardizes proofing conditions.
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3. Specifications such as SWOP, GRACol, and G7 can be vital tools in practical
application of system characterization and the principles found in the
foundational ISO standards.
Test Targets Review
The use of test targets in museums has proven to vary from one institution to
another, and alongside these variations is a range of understanding in how to implement
test targets into a workflow. Analyzing the museum workflows showed not only that each
museum’s workflow was different, but that a number of museums use the same target in
diverse ways. For instance, the most common target, the Macbeth ColorChecker 24, was
often captured alongside the artwork, and other times in addition to the artwork; other
museums do not capture a ColorChecker at all. After the input stage, each museum
continues their own method of utilizing such a target – often not at all. There are
competing ideas as to what works best, and in some cases, it appears to get the job done,
but in others, it seems that there is a lack of understanding in how to use a test target to
their advantage. One museum imaged a Macbeth ColorChecker, but had no recorded use
for the digitized target as a reference downstream.
In addition to the varying methods for implementing test targets into a workflow,
there was a common ideology that test targets are misleading and inaccurate, and thus,
should not be used. This thought stems from the fact that the compositions of the paints
used in paintings are very different than the inks used in printing. These differences
meant that the camera will respond differently to the colored patches of the target than to
the paints of the artwork, leading to color corrections that inevitably discredit the target
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as a valid reference. Although these innate differences exist between printing inks and
artistic paints, the question still lies whether the use of test targets is beneficial for a fine
art production in achieving control of the process and high-quality color reproduction. In
the conversations with fine art printing professionals, the conclusion was consistent that it
is, in fact, beneficial in printing to have a reference target that has traveled with the
digitized artwork from capture. Although certain imperfections may be present, this
reference allows for the printer to have both a qualitative and quantitative measure on
which to base the output. In most cases, the printer does not have the original artwork
present, so this reference becomes the only reference to the original scene and thus, quite
valuable.
In summary, the conclusions from the test targets review are as follows:
a. The research indicates that there is great variation in test target
implementation and understanding.
b. Within museums, test targets are at times viewed as misleading due to issues
with paint composition being different then the ink printed, and metamerism.
c. Multiple printing/color professionals agree that it is beneficial to have a
qualitative color reference with the print-ready file, that has traveled with the
artwork from capture.
Workflow Experiment
Benchmarking Museums’ Workflow
In benchmarking the steps taken by three major fine art museums in reproducing
fine artwork, it was clear that there was much required attention to detail and quality.
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Each museum goes by many philosophies and techniques, but the question that arose was
whether the end result was accurate or acceptable? Does each museum produce work that
is close to one another? In analyzing the deliverable files from each museum, it was
evident that each museum had rendered different reproductions of the same original
artwork. However, were these differences significant? Are these differences too minute
for a viewer to perceive any difference from the original? Also, if these differences are
negligible, is it necessary to spend 25 hours on capture and post production of a set of
artwork that could only take you 14 hours? Is the extra time spent getting each detail
perfect an added value or is it lost in the fact that a viewer may potentially not be able to
tell the difference? Questions like these will be researched further in various
psychometric experiments that will be conducted within later projects tied to this
research.
The following images in Figures 19 and 20 show the visual differences between
each museum’s print-ready file for two of the oil paintings – Daisy and Bridge. The files
were compared on a laptop monitor calibrated with ICC profiling software, within
average tungsten based home lighting.
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Museum #3

Museum #1

Museum #2

Figure 19: Comparison of each museum’s digital reproduction of the Daisy oil painting

Museum #3

Museum #1

Museum #2

Figure 20: Comparison of each museum’s digital reproduction of the Bridge oil painting
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With each image side-by-side, there were visible color changes, as well as large
variations in the amount of image detail Table 4 shows a summary of the differences
found from each museums digital reproduction of the Daisy and Bridge oil paintings.
These descriptions are subjective and not qualitative for the purpose of pointing out the
varying results between museums. They are not meant to show compliance to the
original, but deviation from one reproduction to the next.
Table 4: Visual comparison of museums reproduction of the Daisy & Bridge oil
Daisy Oil Painting
Museum
Texture
#
Color

1
High detail

2

- Less detail
- Smoother
- Most
- Yellower
Neutral WB WB of
of flower
flower
- Dark,
- Lighter,
muddy green smoother
background green
background

Bridge Oil Painting
3

1

2

- Less detail
- Smoother
- Muddier/
darker
flower
- Lighter,
smoother
green
background

- Less
detail
- Cooler
- Bridge
is
greener

- High
detail
-Warmer
- Water
more
purple

3
- Less
detail
- Water a
deeper
blue

These differences in both color and image detail could be due to a number of the
steps in the process. For example, the color appearance could be affected by the color
temperature of the lights in capture, the lighting under which any comparison between
original and reproduction was made, the color management settings in the camera
systems, the calibration of the monitors, the white balancing, the amount of proofing, the
use of test targets, and the visual perception of the operator − all of these could alter the
final outcome. The differences in image detail could be due to the lighting techniques
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used during capture, the camera system used, the sharpening and post processing that was
done. All of these variables could keep one museum’s work from looking like the
original (or another museum’s reproduction), or it could simply add hours to a museum’s
production time. If a museum could more efficiently get the desired outcome (i.e., less
steps and less time), they could be more profitable in the use of their resources.
Revised Workflow Specification
The revised workflow was intended to have museums apply color management −
custom ICC profiling of their input devices − to their workflows, and then compare the
steps needed for each workflow and the resulting quality. If a museum found that they
could achieve the same acceptable quality in a digital reproduction with both processes,
yet spend less time and take fewer steps to achieve it for one of them, then that would be
a hugely beneficial result for that museum. However, without this test and data, little can
be gathered on the effectiveness of custom ICC profiling in the workflow of fine art
reproduction in museums. However, this will very likely be tested in the near future
within the Benchmarking Art Image Cycles project.
Workflow Documentation
Documenting workflow is a tedious process that requires a great deal of attention
to detail – the more detail the better. If there is not a separate set of eyes observing the
process, it can become difficult to capture an accurate description of what is being done.
Without this information, moving forward in creating a standard operating procedure or
even a guideline to follow becomes next to impossible. Even though pre-made documents
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were made for the benefit and ease of the museum participants, the task was still found to
be burdensome. With everything that was gathered on workflow documentation, the
following is a description on how to go about creating a workflow specification, what to
consider, and what appears to be effective.
Guidelines for Creating a Workflow Specification
It is important to provide an opening section about what the following document
is and is not. This introduction can describe how the following workflow specification is
intended to be used and how it should not be used. For example, if the museum has
separated the two workflows of web-based content and print-based content, this
difference would be explained in the opening introduction. Furthermore, an overview of
the production workflow should be provided. This clear and brief opening will provide
the reader with understanding as to what is within the specification. Second, provide a
table of contents for ease of finding a particular section. Next, walk through each of the
major sections that occur in your museum’s production (e.g., capture, post processing,
proofing). If there are external documents that provide more depth of information, make
sure to refer to them. If there are any software settings that should be changed from the
default, provide a screen capture for clarity. Define the terminology that is being used –
do not assume that the reader understands the terms used. Lastly, use consistent action
terminology (similar to what is practiced in ISO standards). For instance, actions that are
required use shall/must; to provide recommendations use should; to allow permission use
may/can; to provide hints use suggested; and for unacceptable actions use cannot/must.
This will make clear what actions are required versus areas with flexibility. Even
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explaining how these terms will be used in the following specification will further
prevent miscommunication, which can result in inefficiency and less quality. See Figure
21 for a template on creating a workflow specification for the fine art interchange cycle.

Blank Museum of Fine Art
Workflow specifications: Fine Art Interchange Cycle
Intent of Use:
This document is a specification of the steps that the Blank Museum of Fine Art has
standardized for the completion of their Fine Art Interchange Cycle. The following document
standardizes the steps taken for image capture, post-processing (image manipulation and file
transfer), proofing, and file delivery. This document is intended only for the post-processing of
art meant for print this document does not include the specifications for web-based uses. Refer
to Blank Document for all web-based post-production.

Table of Contents
Key Terminology
These are the key terms and definitions used in this specification and intent of
their use:
Image Capture
- Refer to any separate guidelines related to image capture (e.g., guidelines for
studio set-up).
Post Production
- Refer to any separate guidelines related to post production (e.g., ISO 3664 for

standard procedures on visual comparison)
- Visual comparison
- Image manipulation
- Include Photoshop and other software screen captures
- File conversion/transfer
- ICC Profiles/Color Space
Hard-Copy Proofing
- Refer to any separate guidelines related to hard-copy proofing (e.g., SOP for

operating Epson Stylus Pro proofing system).
File Delivery
- Instructions on delivering files for end-use
- File types
- Color space

Figure 21: Template for creating a workflow specification
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In summary, the conclusions from the workflow experiment are as follows:
1. It is evident that there are visual differences between each museum’s
acceptable, print-ready reproductions.
2.

Documenting a museum’s workflow is a tedious task and one that is not
readily done. It is also a task that is necessary in determining the steps a
museum wants to specify for a standard operating procedure. Utilizing the
premade documents for organizing the data can be helpful.

3. The guideline for creating a fine art interchange cycle specification provides a
template and practical points to consider that will make producing a guideline
an easier task.
Case Study: Museum Fine Art Publications
The Seeing America fine art publication is a book that has turned into a showcase
piece for all those who were involved, which was evident during the interviews when
everyone was especially satisfied with the quality of the outcome. Being able to speak
with each group provided a detailed look into what needed to go into this production in
order to achieve such resounding approval of the book’s quality. As stated earlier, this
publication is a single-case scenario – a snapshot of one museum’s fine art interchange
cycle – and cannot be applied directly to all productions, but much can be gained from
their story; especially for smaller institutions who are not often involved in a book
production.
The first conclusion from the interviews conducted is that communication
between all people involved throughout the entire production is crucial. This is a general
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rule for any production, but when an individual’s task or role is not clearly
communicated, there often is either an over or under exertion of energy leading to poor
quality and lost time. For the Seeing America publication, minus the photographer, there
was a core team of people who consisted of the museum’s chief curator and production
team, the editor, the design company, and the printing company (mainly their VP of sales
and their color expert), who were involved in the bulk of the production. The
communication links established between each group allowed for the necessary tasks to
occur smoothly. Furthermore, in the areas where there was a lack of communication,
there was a loss of time and money.
The second conclusion was that communication must start in the planning stages
by people who are involved in each stage of the production. This aspect of the Seeing
America production was extremely important. Due to the nature of the Memorial Art
Gallery being funded through grants, they needed detailed descriptions of the publication
in order to receive their funding. In order for this to be a viable projection of the
publication – the design, layout, and even financials – there needed to be planning
sessions with the museum staff, designers, and printers to brainstorm and provide quotes
on potential costs. This multiyear stage of the production was extremely helpful in setting
the tone upfront for the kind of quality product they would produce. One area in
particular that was not planned for was over charges. The MAG found that it would have
been very helpful in the budgeting to plan for overcharges in both the design and printing
stages. In these two areas, there were large increases in cost due to issues not foreseen,
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specifically text corrections from the designer and color corrections from the printer. In
future projects, they will be planning for such overcharges.
The third conclusion from this case study is that standard operating procedures
should be agreed upon and instituted in the beginning planning stage to allow for
predictability and consistency. The most evident example of this from the Seeing
America production involv the articles that were being written. There was not an
established procedure for how the articles were going to be received, edited, and
submitted to the designers for layout. This resulted in a large and unexpected influx of
text corrections by the designers. Having touched each page an estimated five times due
to correcting issues such as grammar, resulted in large increases in cost that could have
been prevented if standard practices had been agreed upon for article submission and
editing.
The final conclusion drawn from this study is that having a close proximity of
those involved is useful but can lead to inefficiency in the production − especially if
standard operating procedures were not implemented. For the Seeing America
publication, working with all local companies in Rochester, NY was intentional and
extremely unique. Because of this, much can be inferred from their work. The logical
thought process would be that the closer your team members are to the work at hand, the
easier communication will be, and thus, the completion of tasks. This direct relationship
between proximity and ease of work does not hold true. For the most part, the MAG did
not implement standard procedures into their production, which opened the door for a
reliance on closeness. For instance, instead of following a standard and completing a task
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the way that everybody has already agreed upon, individuals rely on the team’s closeness
instead. Since the benefit of one-on-one interaction is available, waiting for that
conversation to happen instead of pushing forward with the production causes
inefficiency. In the later stages of design, there were many late nights spent with the
designers, curator, and the editor figuring everything out. This reliance on teams
closeness could have been avoided with standard practices, which could have led to a
more efficient and predictable process.
In summary, the conclusions from this case study are as follows:
1. Communication between all involved throughout the entire production is
crucial.
2. Communication must start in the planning stages by people involved in each
stage of the production.
3. Standard operating procedures should be agreed upon and instituted in the
beginning planning stage to allow for predictability and consistency.
4. Proximity of those involved is useful but can cause inefficiency in production,
especially if item #3 is not implemented.
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Chapter 7
Future Research
While conducting this thesis research there were a number of areas that could not
be pursued within the framework of this thesis. The following are areas and scheduled
projects for future research that will be conducted within the Benchmarking Art Image
Interchange Cycles Project:
1. A second workflow experiment will be conducted with 11 institutions. Fewer
images will be sent (those that were most difficult), and ICC custom profiling
will be tested, as written up in the revised workflow. This will provide data
for the effectiveness of standardized color management techniques on the art
image interchange cycle.
2. Various psychometric experiments will be conducted using the reproductions
created by various musuems using different workflows. Influence of different
image quality parameters on rank order and acceptance by expert users will be
researched.
3. Another continuation of this research is to create a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) for Image Quality Assessment for Fine Art Reproduction. Observers
will be used to test a subjective level of image quality and correlate such
visual perceptions to quantitative measures of image quality. The observer
will control parameters such as, lightness, chroma, hue, contrast, sharpness,
and uniformity to try and achieve a digital match, on screen, to the original
artwork.
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4.

Develop and implement an image processing tool, created in MatLab, which
would incorporate appearance models that are adequate for the various working
environments in a museum (e.g., conservator, curator, and proofing).
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Appendix A: Workflow Documentation Documents
Capture Illumination & Camera Documentation Sheet

a ___________________________________________________________________________
Museum:
Camera System (Make & Model):
________________________________________________________
Camera Capture Settings:
- White Balance Settings:_________________________________________
- ISO: _________________________________________________________
- File Format:___________________________________________________
- Other: _______________________________________________________
- Other:_______________________________________________________
Illuminant type (include brand & bulb):
___________________________________________________
Lighting Ratio:
_______________________________________________________________________
Quality of light (direct, diffuse, etc.):
______________________________________________________
Modifiers used (honeycomb, baffle, etc.)
__________________________________________________
Polarization used? _______________ _______________________________
Draw a diagram below of lighting setup including all possible details.
**Please also photograph the lighting setup used.
DIAGRAM OF LIGHTING SETUP:
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Post Processing Documentation Sheet
Museum: ________________________________________________________
Image Processing Software: _________________________________________
Operating System: ___________________________
Monitor: _________________________ Calibrated? _Y / N_ Date of Calibration: ____________
Order of
Proof
Adjustments Iteration

Adjustments/
Tools

Check
Mark Brief Description of Why

______

______

Mode: Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Mode: Bits/Chan

_______________________________________

______

______

Assign Profile

_______________________________________

______

______

Convert to Profile

_______________________________________

______

______

Resizing

_______________________________________

______

______

Levels

_______________________________________

______

______

Contrast

_______________________________________

______

______

Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Curves

_______________________________________

______

______

Saturation

_______________________________________

______

______

Sharpen Filter

_______________________________________

______

______

Quick Mask

_______________________________________

______

______

Healing Tool

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

COMMENTS/NOTES:
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Post Processing Documentation Sheet
Museum: ________________________________________________________
Image Processing Software: _________________________________________
Operating System: ___________________________
Monitor: _________________________ Calibrated? _Y / N_ Date of Calibration: ____________
Order of
Proof
Adjustments Iteration

Adjustments/
Tools

Check
Mark Brief Description of Why

______

______

Mode: Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Mode: Bits/Chan

_______________________________________

______

______

Assign Profile

_______________________________________

______

______

Convert to Profile

_______________________________________

______

______

Resizing

_______________________________________

______

______

Levels

_______________________________________

______

______

Contrast

_______________________________________

______

______

Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Curves

_______________________________________

______

______

Saturation

_______________________________________

______

______

Sharpen Filter

_______________________________________

______

______

Quick Mask

_______________________________________

______

______

Healing Tool

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

COMMENTS/NOTES:
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Post Processing Documentation Sheet
Museum: ________________________________________________________
Image Processing Software: _________________________________________
Operating System: ___________________________
Monitor: _________________________ Calibrated? _Y / N_ Date of Calibration: ____________
Order of
Proof
Adjustments Iteration

Adjustments/
Tools

Check
Mark Brief Description of Why

______

______

Mode: Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Mode: Bits/Chan

_______________________________________

______

______

Assign Profile

_______________________________________

______

______

Convert to Profile

_______________________________________

______

______

Resizing

_______________________________________

______

______

Levels

_______________________________________

______

______

Contrast

_______________________________________

______

______

Color

_______________________________________

______

______

Curves

_______________________________________

______

______

Saturation

_______________________________________

______

______

Sharpen Filter

_______________________________________

______

______

Quick Mask

_______________________________________

______

______

Healing Tool

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

______

______

______________

_______________________________________

COMMENTS/NOTES:
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Proofing Documentation Sheet
Museum: ________________________________________________________
Design Software: __________________________________________________
RIP System (Printer Manufacturer or Third-Party): ____________________________________
Proofer System (make & model): __________________________________________________
Light Booth (make & model): _____________________________________________________
Light Booth Bulbs (make & model): ________________________ Color Temperature:
____________
How is the comparison between digital file and artwork made? Screen-to-art? Print-to-art?
__________________________________________________________________________
Proofing Viewing Distance: _______________________________
Are both the art and print/screen viewed at the “normal viewing distance”? ___Y / N /
Uncertain____
Is the print/screen held in the hand while standing right up against the artwork? Explain if not.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Are both print/screen and the artwork in the same field of view or do you have to turn your
head?
___________________________________________________________________________________
Is the comparison done within a controlled light booth only?
________________________________
Does anybody judge the proof outside of the light booth?
___________________________________

**Please photograph someone within the proofing viewing conditions comparing the proof with the original
artwork.
COMMENTS/NOTES:
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Appendix B Test Targets
Color Checker (Xrite) - http://www.xrite.com/product_overview.aspx?ID=820
Color Checker SG (Xrite) - http://www.xrite.com/product_overview.aspx?ID=938
Color Checker Grayscale (Xrite) http://www.xrite.com/product_overview.aspx?ID=943
Device Level Target (Image Science Association) http://www.imagescienceassociates.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD
&Store_Code=ISA001&Product_Code=DL1&Category_Code=TARGETS
Object Level Target (Image Science Association) http://www.imagescienceassociates.com/mm5/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD
&Store_Code=ISA001&Product_Code=OL1&Category_Code=TARGETS
Universal Test Target - http://image-engineering-shop.de/shop/article_ETCTE262¥001/TE262-Universal-Test-Target
4 Color Resolution Target - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Ray Target - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
4 Color Fan Target - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Addressibility Target - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Color Bar - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Gray Bar - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Multicolor Scale - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Traffic Light Registration Scale - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Visual Registration Scale - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Neutral Balance Target for SWOP - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
Gray balance Chart - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
100 Step Chart - Franz Sigg: fxsppr@rit.edu
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Color Profile Target – Michael Riordan: mprppr@rit.edu
IT8.7/4R- 2005 (ANSI) - http://webstore.ansi.org/IT8.7/4R-2005
GRACoL Proof2Press (IDEAlliance) http://www.idealliance.org/industry_resources/branding_media_and_color/gra
col
ISO 12647-7 Color Control Bar (IDEAlliance/ISO) http://www.idealliance.org/industry_resources/branding_media_and_color/gra
col/idealliance_iso_126477_2009_color_control_wedge
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-)&#:/(.A)3,*,#(.#(%(-#.6:).!#(: *,)2/)(
4.=#(%.,**#(!:,-)&2/)(:-4&&-
#(%#(!2(#),'#.6;"#-&&)4-."2-,.)
)(2.*,)--)(.,)&)-6-.';

-&.).,'#(.".2&'"(#& @3#
,--#&#.6)()2.*2.3#>3-;." ,--#&#.6
'(2.2,--..,--#&#.6?;.
,--#&#.6 ."*)#(.4",."(&#(-(
,!.
,-)&3:#-4",),,-*)(#(!
,--#&#.6#-&#-.>;5;:EFDD-*#?;

 



-2,'(.

#-2&

#-2&

#-2&

  

,(7#!!


,(7#!!


,(7#!!


,(7#!!


,(7#!!
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2.*2.=,6
&(

2.*2.=
!#-.,/)(

2.*2.=
!#-.,/)(

  
  

"#-.,!.3#-2&&6#(#.-#()2.*2.
3#*,)2-(2.,&!,64#."
2.,&
-*#: :3&2-;&%
&(,!. )(&6%!,)2(*,)3#-'(-.)
),
3#-2&&6)'*,.".4);

".,!..-.-),'#-,!#-.,/)(6
'!(#6#(!')#,-;"'*&#.2)."
#-2&
'#-,!#-.,/)((3#-2&&6+2(/
!#-.,/)(
4#.")2.&)2*;"#-.,!.(2-
&
),(6#!#.&-6-.';

@,6&(

@!#-.,/)(

@!#-.,/)(

".,!.(/3&6-.26.".)(
@)(
,*,)2/)()*,)--;"#-
*,)2/)(
2-.)'#7&-.*4!((2*.)
L-*).)&),-(-'(6-H  )&),-
4#."2*.)EID-.*-;

"!,6,(&-."')(#.),#(!)." @)(
)&),&((#(%#(!2(#),'#.6)." *,)2/)(
-6-.'; .3#-2&&6-")4-.")&),&( @,6&(
4"(."G=)&),(2.,&**,-.)"3
/(.:(&#(!*,)--)(.,)&)."
-6-.';

   

".,!.3#-2&&6-")4-#()2.*2.
3##-'#-,!#-.,;"#,&-,
,  #!".
3,6-(-#/3.)"(!-")4#(!4"#.
!#-.,/)(
-&#3,4"()2.),!#-.,;",,
&
.,!.-),H=K)&),$)-;

2&/)&),
&

,6,

2.*2.=,)--
)(.,)&

2.*2.=)(
*,)2/)(

 



#-2&

#-2&

#-2&

-2,'(.

-2,'(.

  

,(7#!!


,(7#!!
 

,(7#!!
 

,(7#!!


,(7#!!
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2.*2.=
3,)--
)(.,)&

%$!%$-
"$")$ 

%$!%$-
"$")$ 

2.*2.=,)--
)(.,)&

2.*2.=)(
*,)2/)(

2.*2.=,6
&(



   

  
  

1 
!" %$ 
1"(


"#-  )(.,)&-.,#*#-2--)(.,)& @)(
),*,=*,--*,))-;#/)(&&6:#.( *,)2/)(
EFJHK=K 2-),*,)--)(.,)&)-6-.'-
#!#.&)(.,)& *,)2/)(:4",.",#-,))')2.-#)
.,#*
."#'!,;

 " 4 "##/ 4 0$"$!" :#
%$!%$&,#$"$#$$ 
 
$$"(#$"( 
" 4 "##
%$!%$&,

9,8.5
-4226

1 
!" %$ 
1 %$!%$
&  "
" :

@ )&),
,)&"%

"#-.,!.#-&.).-.#)&),
'(!'(.4-"(&*,)*,&6
)&),,)& .",)2!"*,)&)(3,-#)(-6"(!#(!
,!.
)&),.)#(#.(,,),#(*,)&-#(!
,;
#$"$:#$#$ "
!" : %$!%$&,#$"$
!"$#%"+$ "$
!" : "$$
!"$"..#%#$"$ $ ,

@)(
*,)2/)(

"#-&,!-.*4!#-),  (
)3,*,#(.)&),->?;"4!"-
EDD.*",. #(,'(.-)E*,(.).,:(,
2-2&#(.,'#(#(!.".)(
,*,)2/)()  )2.*2.;

"#-.,!..,'#(-4".)'#(/)(- @,6&(
) :,-2&.-#((2.,&!,6;#."
@)(
,6&( )(-.(.6(3&2-,)--.".,!.:
*,)2/)(
",.
3,6#(!'!(.(6&&)4!#3#,(.
/(.-)!,6;

 

-2,'(.

#%"$

#%"$

#-2&

-2,'(.

#-2&A
-2,'(.

  

&&#(
< 



 

#"&
#),(
 

,(7#!!


,(7#!!


 

